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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
The perennial question of "What shall I bEl when I 
grow· up?", has evoked much thought through the years. 
College students are forced to choose a field for major 
study. Some have a vocation in mind when they choose their 
fields, while others choose without thought of future work. 
To what extent does a student's major field determine her 
vocation? Do students who majored in some fields enter a 
wider variety of occupations than do others? 
These are questions which have long intrigued the 
writer. This study is an attempt to learn the possible re-
lationships between subjects in which college students major 
and the vocations which they enter upon leaving college. 
2. Purpose of the Study 
Often a counselor is asked by a student to help her 
decide on a major field of study. If the student has a 
particular vocation in mind the process is some·~hat more 
simple. However, the student still has to choose electives. 
How much better it would be if the counselor knew what 
courses and what major would best prepare the c~unselee to 
-1-
enter her desired vocation. 
For the counselee with no idea of future Yocation the 
problem of advising is much greater. Here alsc1 the counsel-
or would be in a much more favorable position ff she knew 
which majors were most liberal. That is libera.l in the 
sense that the graduates who majored in a particular field 
or fields entered the widest variety of occupations. 
Then again a student may be interested in a par ticular 
area such as retail trade. From a survey of gr·aduates who 
are employed in retail trade the student can le,arn what jobs 
they have and in which fields they majored. It is hoped 
that this study will shed some light on these problems. 
3. Scope of the Study 
It is necessarily a broad field, and in consequence 
2 
will be limited to a comparison of some social science majors 
with some science and mathematics majors. University of 
Wisconsin women graduates of the Letters and Science School, 
and women graduates of Boston University, School of Liberal 
Arts, classes of 1950, 1951, and 1952 will be used. The 
University of Wisconsin group will include all graduates on 
which the placement office was able to obtain information. 
The Boston University group, however, includes only those 
students who registered with the placement office. 
The possible relationships between the students' majors 
. and their first jobs after graduation, the possible 
3 
.relationships between majors and occupational ,groupings, 
and the possible relationships between majors and the indus-
tries in which the students are employed will be studied. 
4. Justification for the Study 
Even today there seems to be an excess of college 
1.1 graduates on the labor market. It seems tha~ :. the situa-
tion will become worse as the children born dUJ:-ing the high 
birth rate days of the forties become of college age. 
The number of women are disproportl/natel;r associated 
with the most sought after occupations. Thia means that 
as the years go by it will become increasingly more diffi-
cult for the woman college graduate to find a Buitable job. 
The answer lies in having the graduate better prepared for 
her chosen vocation and more able to fill a wider variety 
of jobs. 
It is hoped that the results of this study will be of 
some help to counselors in advising college students as to 
possible majors and the electives they might take in order 
to better prepare themselves for a future vocation. 
1/Seymour E. Harris, The Market For College Graduates, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1949, p. 4. 
,Yibid., p. 5. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In reading the literature it was found tl:.at there is 
a dirth of material on the possible relationst ips between 
college majors and future work. Most of the d:iscussion in 
the reading concerns the number of graduates who majored in 
particular fields, the relationships between different 
majors, the salaries earned, and satisfaction of students 
with the majors they chose. 
ll 
An Ohio State study lists college major·s and jobs 
which are related to the major. It is not a list of jobs 
which Ohio graduates take, but just jobs which are related 
to the different majors. 
Radcliffe College has published a study c,n their gradu-
Y 
ate course in management in which it was fot: ~nd that those 
who completed the courses more often entered the administra-
tive field and got executive positions than di.d the · student 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree. It is stated in the article 
that most women graduates with an A.B. degree get technical, 
secretarial, or clinical positions. More students enter 
commercial than non commercial organizations. 
!}Occupational Opportunities Service, Ohio St c:.te and Occupa-
tions, The Ohio State University Press, Columbus, 1945. 
2/Radcliffe College, Positions Held by Alumnae~ of the Man-
agement Training Program as of May, 1952, claeses 1938-1951, 
Radcliffe College, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
1952. 
-4-
1/ 
Labor News Release for June 29, 1953, states that 
more than one fourth of employed women are in c:lerical and 
related work. No data was given on the number in this group 
who are college graduates, or the per cent of c:ollege grad-
uates employed in this field. 
Seymour Harris in his book, The Market for College 
Graduates, has stated that there is an excess of college y 
graduates on the labor market. He has also pointed out 
that women are disproportionately associated w:Lth the most 
sought after occupations, citing that the numb ·~r of women in 
professional occupations and as proprieters, ~1nagers, and 
5 
offici als rose 4.4 per cent from 1910 to 1940, while duri ng 
the same period the number of women in clerical and kindred 
work rose 15.2 per cent. Of the women college graduates em-
ployed during 1947 and 1948 Harris found that 1~3 per cent were 
employed as proprieters, executives, or in the professions 
including t eaching , while 17 per cent were employed as labor-
J./ 
ers, clerks, and other kindred workers. Wom,~n most often 
entered the fields of education, business, and government. 
I n the professions 37.7 per cent of all colleg~ graduates 
!±/ 
were women. 
!JU.S.Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, Lab:>r News Release, 
June 29, 1953, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D. c. 
Yilil· cit., p . 4. 
J./Ibid., p. 54. 
!t/Ibid ., p. 89. 
) 
I 
\ 
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Pace in his study of the graduates of Minnesota's 
1.1 
General College found that 31 per cent of women graduates 
were in the professions, 20 per cent in semiprofessional and 
managerial work, 11 per cent in clerical, skilled trades, and 
retail business, 25 per cent were housewives, and 12 per cent 
were in semiskilled and uhskilled work. y 
In The u. s. College Graduate Babcock foun1 that 60 
per cent of all women graduates were teachers, 17.9 per cent 
were clerical workers, 7.2 per cent were skilled workers, 
6.3 per cent were executives and managers, 5.5 per cent were 
professional workers and technicians, 1.8 per cent were 
proprieters and partners, and all others constituted 1.3 
per cent of the total. 
Haner A. Webb in a brief article, "Will Your Major 
21 Support You" stated that social studies majors in his 
opinion were unable to support themselves as historians, 
astronomers, and in other professional jobs, because they 
were too young. He further believed that the girl graduate 
of twenty-two was too young and immature to become a social 
worker, or be similarly employed. The author e.eemed to be-
lieve that a major in science was the solution for these 
l/C. Robert Pace, They Went To College, UniverE•ity o:f 
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1941, p. 36. 
g/F.Lawrence Babcock, The U. s. Col l ege Graduate, The 
Macmillan Co., New York, 1941, p. 25. -
3/Hanor A. Webb, "Will Your Major Support You," Education 
TMarch, 1953), 73:403-404. 
problems. With this major a graduate might immediately be 
employed doing work related to her major. 
A study was conducted on the graduates of Hunter Col-
. ll 
lege June, 1946, through June, 1948. About 50 per .cent of 
the graduates were canvassed. There were 1,013 graduates 
who answered the questionnaire. Of those who answered 79 
per cent were gainfully employed. Considering the graduates 
of 1948 alone the positions most frequently hel4 given in 
per cent of those employed were as follow1s: teacher, 38 
per cent, stenographer 14.2 per cent, social wc·rker 11 per 
cent, laboratory technician and research technician 9.4 
per cent, clerk 5.7 per cent, and personnel 1.~. per cent. 
These figures include graduates of all majors. y 
Kaplan found from a survey conducted in 1950 that 
7 
of the total number of people employed 20.5 pei' cent were white 
collar workers. Of this group 23.8 per cent WE!re professional, 
technical and kindred workers, 24.9 per cent WE!re managers, 
officials and proprieters, 33.2 per cent were c:lerical and 
kindred workers, and 18.1 per cent were in sal~!s occupations. 
/ 
The Placement Officer at Barnard College found that 
11 
the June 1951 graduates were employed in sevHn major fields 
eight months after graduation. In the class of 1951 there 
J)Ruth E. Salley, "Recent Alumnae Report on Employment," 
School and Society (June 17, 1950), 71:375-378 .. 
g/David 1. Kaplan, "Occupational Trends During the Last 
Decade," Occupations (January, 1952), 30:248. 
l/"Current News" Barnard Graduates on Jobs Eight Months 
Later. Occupat ~ons (April, 1952), 30 :543. 
were 237 graduated. Of this number 105 or 44 per cent were 
known to be employed. Twenty two per cent werE! engaged in 
graduate work of some kind. The distribution c,f the employed 
graduates was as follows: 4 7 employed in businE!SS concerns, 
23 in educational organizations, nine as teachE!rS, nine as 
laboratory technicians, eight doing social work, · five in 
government and four as statisticians. 
A study was donducted in January 1953 by C.arl Dickin-
l/ 
son on University of Washington graduating seni.ors based 
on 82 per cent of the class, both men and women. Eight and 
two tenths per cent of the women were interested in careers 
in the arts, 16.7 per cent in business administration, 0.2 
per cent in engineering, 14.5 per cent in nursing, 2.6 per 
cent in science, 9. 5 per cent in social science!, 27 per cent 
in teaching, 12.2 per cent in other professions, and 9.1 per 
cent undecided. y 
An article by Marguerite Zapoleon reveals that of the 
total number of working women in 1950, 4.3 per cent were 
managers, officials, and proprieters, 12.3 per cent were 
professional, technical and kindred workers, 27.3 per cent 
were clerical workers, and 8. 5 per cent were sc:.les workers. 
1 /C~rl Dickinson, "How College Seniors' Preferences Compare 
with Employment and Enrollment Data," The Personnel and 
Guidance Journal (April, 1954), 32:485-488. 
2:/Marguerite W. Zapoleon, "The Working Girl," 'I'he Personnel 
and Guidance Journal (October, 1953), 32:68-71. 
Roberts has stated that women need training which al-
lows for more flexibility than do men after fc·rmal educa-
JJ 
tion is completed. They also need preparation for work 
after college and later for marriage and homemaking. 
They are responsible for the moral, spiritual, and social 
tone of the home and the rearing of the children. Wh en 
the children are older the women often go back to work. 
Roberts also points out that a liberal arts program pro-
vides for more possible alternatives later than does any y 
other sort of education. Nancy Duke Lewis expresses a 
2.1 
similar opinion. Today's woman must be prepared for 
both marriage and a career. It is up to the college to 
provide a liberal education which will adequately prepare 
the college graduate for both of these careers. 
Very few of these readings discus s any possible rela-
tionships between college majors and jobs after graduation, 
although there is material to be found for either one. 
9 
i/Eunice Carmichael Roberts, "Concerning Curri,::uila for 
'WomenJ" The Personnel and Guidance Journal (No ·~ember, 1953), 
32:16b. 
yLoc. cit. 
3/Nancy D. Lewis, "College Women and Their Proper Spheres," 
Journal of the American Association of Uni vers:L ty Women 
(May, 1954), 47:207-212. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES INVOLVED 
1. Approach to the Problem 
Selection of the group.-- The occupational outlook 
particularly for women has changed so radically during and 
after the recent world war it was decided that. only the 
most recent graduates should be considered in this study. 
Thus the writer chose the graduates of 1950, 1951, and 
1952. At the time the study was first underta.ken no data 
was available on the 1953 graduate. 
After determining that the study would bEl based on 
women liberal arts graduates the next step waE: to decide 
which ones, or whether all graduates from a pcrticular col-
lege should be studied. 
If all liberal arts graduates of one college were con-
sidered the number of graduates in each major would proba-
bly be too small to give significant results with respect 
to the individual majors. From the University of Wisconsin 
for the years 1950, 1951 and 1952 for example there were 
approximately six hundred graduates from the ~>chool of 
Letters and Science. Of these the only subjec:ts in which 
ten or more graduates per year majored were English, 
-10-
approximately fifty per year, Economics, fourtE!en per year, 
Music, thirteen per year, Psychology, about twEmty one per 
year, and Sociology, about twenty-three per year. However, 
when only the known total of working graduates were con-
sidered the numbers would be much smaller. ThE!Se majors 
fell into two groups: humanities, and social Hciences. 
11 
A faculty member at Wisconsin then suggested that results 
from a particular group of majors would give more meaning.ful 
data as students from other colleges could be used and the 
numbers thus increased considerably. The field of the social 
sciences seemed to be a closely knit group to use. The use 
of some sort of a comparison group seemed like a good idea. 
It occurred to the writer that the science and mathematics 
liberal arts majors would be a good choice as t hey appear 
to be more technical and vocational in that these graduates 
might find positions more specifically related to their 
majors. 
Selection and types of colleges.-- The University o.f 
Wisconsin School of Letters and Science was selected as a 
large midwestern college. The first steps to;..iard its 
establishment were taken by the Terri tory of W:lsconsin in 
1836. Congress granted land for it in 1839 and the neces-
sary legislative acts providing for the organi~ation of 
the University were taken in 1848. Th e College of Letters 
and Science was established in 1848. The University is 
coeducational and state controlled. JJ 
12 
The general requirements for graduation are 120 semes-
ter hours of credit in which the student must have the fol-
lowing: twelve credits in use of English, si::x credits in 
English and/or American literature, twenty-four credits in 
one foreign language, or twenty-eight credits in two, or 
thirty credits in three languages which may be met through 
attainment examinations, accumulation of credits, or a 
combination of the two methods; United States History 
and Institutions, six credits; a group specializing in 
humanities, thirty-three credits, or a group specializing 
in social studies consisting of thirty-three credits, or 
a group specializing in the natural sciences consisting of 
thirty-four credits. In order to major in a subject a 
student is required to take from thirty to forty credits 
in the field, the number of credits varying according to 
the major. A grade-point average of 1.0 (C) should be 
maintained by the student alhough failure to do so will 
not prevent graduation, but will result in probation or be-
ing dropped from the University. A 1.0 average must be 
maintained during the senior year and in the student's 
?) 
major field. 
1/A.J.Brumbaugh (Editor), American UniYersities and Colleges, 
American Council on Education, Washington, D. c., 1948, 
pp. 212-216. 
2/Bulletin of University of Wi~con~Jn, College of Letters 
and Science, 1952-54. pp~ 34-38. 
13 
Boston University, a large eastern colleg~~, was also 
selected. This University was started in 1839 as a theo-
logical school by the New England friends at N~ wburyport, 
Vermont, and later at Concord, New Hampshire. In 1867 it 
transferred to Boston and was called the Boston Theological 
School until it became the School of Theology in Boston 
University. The College of Liberal Arts was established 
in 1873. From the f irs t the University has offered equal 
opportunity for men and women. Its charter holds that 
religious opinion "shall not affect the admission of student s 
. JJ 
or the engagement of instructors." 
The general requirements for graduation with a Bachelor 
of Arts degree are 120 semester hours of credit in which 
the student must have the following: six hours in English 
composition, six hours in a foreign langaage, twelve hours 
in literature and the arts, fourteen hours in natural sci-
ences and mathematics, fifteen hours in social studies, and 
four hours in philosophy problems. In his ma~ior field the 
student must complete thirty-six hours with a grade of not 
less than C-, twenty or more hours of which must be in y 
principal courses. 
Methods of obtaining data.-- There were t.wo principal 
methods which could be used to obtain the needed data: a 
1JBoston Universiti Bulletin, College of Liberal Arts, 
1953-5.4, p. 6. 
£/Boston Universiti Bulletin, College of Liberal Arts, 
1953-54, pp. 26-28. 
14 
questionnaire or using the college files. The questionnaire 
is the method often chosen for follow up studies. In many 
of these studies . the writer needs various type.s of informa-
tion that a college would seldom have available for any one 
student, let alone a large group of students. Typical data 
would be marital status, type of work, salary, hobbies, 
books read, clubs, children, etc. The only information a 
college might not have on each student that is needed in 
this study is the first job after graduation ~~d the place 
of employment. Most placement offices send out letters in 
which the graduates are asked to give job information. Al-
though some colleges get better results than others it is 
questionable whether the writer would get any better, or as 
good results as the placement directors. Thus it seemed 
reasonable to assume that information could be obtained on 
most graduates from the college files. 
In view of the small amount of data needed on the stu-
dent after graduation, the availability of the data and the 
ease with which data can be obtained, the writer decided to 
use the data available in the college files. 
However, the actual method of obtaining the data varied 
with each college. At the University of Wisconsin a reply 
postcard, a sample of which is included in the appendix, is 
sent to each graduate in September following graduation. 
Information obtained on these postcards includes title of 
position and place of employment. The placement director 
then compiles this information for each class on a master 
sheet. The following information is on it: major; total 
number of students in this major; number of r13plies; num-
ber continuing education; number teaching and :salary; num-
ber in professional, semiprofessional managerial and off ic-
ial work, their positions and salaries; the nwnber in cler-
ical, sales and kindred positions and their salaries; the 
number unemployed; and the number of housewives. It is 
easy from this sheet to obtain the total number of working 
students by major. Samples of these sheets are included 
in the appendix. The placement director also compiles a 
list of all graduates together with their majors, jobs, 
places of employment, and salaries. All of this data was 
at the disposal of the writer. 
15 
At Boston University all graduates were not registered 
at the placement office. Seniors and graduate1s were encour-
aged, but not required to register. The methCJd of actually 
getting the information here was to go through the files. 
The cards were filed according to the principal job inter-
est of the student or graduate. They were di ,,ided into 
ten groups; general business, accounting, ad,rertising, 
merchandising, management and law, economics, languages, 
science, and social service. Although most social science, 
science and mathematics majors are found in particular 
groups it was still necessary to go through all the cards. 
The students' or graduates' majors, year of graduation, 
school of the University in which she was regi;stered, and 
jobs held were all recorded on these cards. One of these 
is included in the appendix. 
There was also an active file. This was composed of 
records of students or graduates who were actively seeking 
jobs. Although the majority of students in this file were 
the present seniors there were also graduates included. 
16 
It was thus necessary to use these files in order to secure 
all the possible information about the students registered 
at the Boston University Placement Office. 
Those students who registered for teacher placement are 
found in separate files. Here the writer used. the gradua-
tion list of all liberal arts graduates for the desired years 
and looked up these names in the educational placement files. 
In order to get the total number of studEtnts who major-
ed in each of the social sciences, sciences Uld mathematics 
for the years 1950, 1951, and 1952, it was nec:essary to use 
the master list of graduates listed by major. This was 
made available to the writer at the administr!~ive offices 
of the School of Liberal Arts. 
2. Procedures Involved in Solving the Problem 
Basis of the study.-- In order to make the data from 
the University of Wisconsin more meaningful a chart was made 
17 
to show the distribution of students by major::; in regard to 
year of graduation, total number of students l\'ho majored 
in each subject, number of replies to postcards, number 
who continued their education, were unemployed, or were 
housewives, and the total number working. 
As it was not feasible to get all of th ~~ information 
on Boston University graduates a different chart was used 
to show the group on which the study is based. The total 
number of students who majored in each of the social sci-
ences and science and mathematics for the yeal:''S 1950, 1951, 
and 1952 is given. Then the number of gradua·tes by year 
and according to major who registered in the placement 
office is listed, and finally the number acco:::-ding to year 
of graduation and major for whom there is a job report is 
listed. However, there is no actual report of the number 
unemployed, the number who have continued the:lr education 
or who are housewives. 
Classification of occupations.-- After obtaining the 
data the next step was to assemble it in a meaningful way. 
Here the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Volume I, was 
the main source of information. Each job title was looked 
up in the Dictionary and a classification number assigned 
to it. Despite the three thousand or so job ~itles there 
were many that were not listed under the name::; given by 
the graduates. Job titles such as research a:ssistant, 
18 
merchant's representative and field representat,ive are quite 
vague. These classifications sometimes depend on the indus-
try in which they are found. A field represen·~ati ve working 
for an insurance company has a definite classi::'ication while 
other field representatives' classifications a:::-e much less 
definite. Knowing the industry in which the g:raduate was 
employed was vital to the classification in m~1y cases. 
Other than vague titles the most difficult part of the 
classification procedure was the title of assi:3tant or 
trainee. In most instances the particular job title was not 
to be found in the Dictionary. The title Pers.:,nnel Assistant 
is not found in the Dictionary, but Personnel ·Director is 
found. The most important question seemed to be whether 
these jobs involved predominantly clerical work or the more 
professional duties of the particular job. The placement 
director at the University of Wisconsin was extremely help-
ful with this problem as she is intimately acquainted with 
the duties of many of these jobs. On the basis of her ad-
vice it was decided to give the prof essional classification 
to those "assistant and trainee" jobs which were not listed 
specifically in the Dictionary. 
Making the occupational classifications more meaning-
ful.-- According to the occupational code each number has 
a definite meaning. Any code number beginning with zero 
indicates a professional, semiprofessional, managerial, or 
official occupation. Those code numbers beginning with 1 
indicate clerical and kindred occupations, and sales and 
kindred occupations. Those code numbers beginning with 2 
indicate service occupations. The numbers were further 
broken down and a table was prepared giving the meaning of 
the code numbers found in this study and based on the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Volume I. 
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Occupations graduates entered.-- This problem was ap-
proached in several ways. The first way was to construct a 
frequency table in which all of the different occupations 
which the graduates entered were listed and then the number 
by major who held each type of job. From this it was possible 
to find the total number of occupations which all the grad-
uates entered. 
To make it more meaningful it was decided to arrange 
the data into groups. The groups l"Tere based partly on the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The professional group 
includes all those graduates who are engaged in professional 
work in a field related to their major study; the semipro-
fessional group includes the graduates engaged in semipro-
fessional work in a field related to their major study; 
the managerial official and business occupations group in-
cludes those graduates engaged in managerial and official 
work or in business in a field which may or may not be 
related. The social service group includes all graduates 
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engaged in service work, mostly at the professio:n.al level 
and not other wise classified in an area which may or may not 
be directly related to their fields of major study. All 
teachers were included in this group unless they were teach-
ing a subject directly related to their college major. The 
last group includes all graduates engaged in clerical work. 
However, only the typical office jobs were secretary, typist, 
receptionist, stenographer, etc., were listed unier clerical. 
Jobs such as underwriter and library assistant which have 
a clerical code number are listed either under m:magerial, 
official and business occupation as is the forme:r, or under 
social service as is the latter. The difficulty in classify-
ing the occupations lay in the term directly rel~ted or 
related to the field of major study. Here again the Diction-
ary of Occupational Titles was the principal reference. First 
the occupational number for the profession directly related 
t o the major was found;'"'''~ that is the number for a psychologist 
was determined as the profession directly related to a major 
in psychology, sociologist for sociology, biologist for 
biology and so on. 
If the profession in question had the same .first three 
numbers in the code it was considered related. Psychologist 
has a code number beginning 0-39; psychometrist also has 
a code numb er beginning 0-39. They were considered related 
to a major in psychology, but only indirectly r~lated to a 
sociology major which has a code number 0-27. The profes-
sional occupations which were not related direj:tly to the 
major in question were classified under the heading social 
service, or managerial, of.ficial and business occupations 
depending on whether the occupation was predominantly one 
of service or a business or managerial one. The semipro-
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.fessional occupations were classified .first by code number. 
In all cases the relationship ·seemed clear cut. A personnel 
assistant was considered related to psychology, and had a 
semiprofessional code numb er; it was thus clas .:dfied as 
semiprofessional for psychology majors, but wa:3 considered 
indirectly related to sociology majors and thu.s classi.fied 
under social service .for sociology majors. 
Technicians and others scientific helpers were con-
sidered related to the major in question. The social service 
group, the managerial o.fficial and business oc~upations group, 
and the clerical group presented no problem as the relation-
ship to the major was not considered. 
Grouping occupations into categories.-- Another method 
..1.1 
used by Harris in The Market for College Gradu3tes was to 
group the occupations by the student's major i :a the follo\<r-
ing manner; business, professions, education, medicine, 
science, law, and government. It was decided to distribute 
the graduates in a similar way first excludi ng the clerical 
!JOp. cit., p. 89 
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workers and then including them. Those engaged in clerical 
work would be classified according to the firm for which 
they worked. Most of this clerical group would fall into 
the business category. It was decided to leave out the 
professional group and put the professional graduates in 
the group into which their profession would fall. Thus a 
doctor wou+d be listed under medicine, a teacher, under 
education, and a psychologist according to the place of 
employment. A graduate working as a Secretary for the World 
.Student Service Fund did not logically fall into any cate-
gory. Thus it was decided to add the category, Non-Profit 
Organization to cover cases of this type. 
This type of grouping has the advantage of being clear 
cut. It is fairly easy to place the occupations within the 
group. However, the relationship shown to the students' 
majors is rather indefinite. 
Relationship between the student's major and the in-
dustry in which she is emEloyed.-- First the industries must 
be classified in some way. It was decided to base the clas-
sification on the United States Census Classif:~cation of 
1950 as this covers all types of industries in the United 
States. The classifications used are; mining :• manufactur-
ing - durable goods, manufacturing - non durable goods, 
util i ties and sanitary service, retail trade, :~inance, 
insurance and real estate, business and repair services, 
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personal services, professional and related services, public 
administration. It was then necessary to find out in which 
classification the industry would fall. This was accomplished 
in different ways; personal knowledge of the industry, tele-
phone calls to the company and use of various rE!ference books 
in which industries of the United States and foreign countries 
are listed and classified. In some cases an industry may 
be classified in one or more categories. This ts particul ar-
ly true in the manufacturing industries where one company 
sometimes manufactures both durable and non durable goods. 
A frequency table was constructed in which the number 
of students working in each type of industry wa~l listed by 
major. The totals for social science and scienee and mathe-
matics majors were then determined. To make th:Ls data more 
meaningful a chart was constructed to show the 1:-esul ts in 
graphic form. 
• CHJ...PTER IV 
PRESE1·TTATIO:N OF DATA 
Basis of study.- - This study is based on 119 working 
women graduates of the University of Wisconsin a :1d 93 
working women graduates of Boston University cla:;:;ses of 
1950, 1951, and 1952. Tables 1 and 2 give a breakdown of 
the Wisconsin graduates by major and by year of 1sraduation . 
There are no physics majors included as no woman at V.'isconsin 
majored in physics during this period. Included in each 
tabl ~ is the total number of students by year fo:r each 
major, (column 3) as well a s the total number on whom tlle 
study is based, (column 6 ). Colurim 4 refers to the number 
of students who r eplied to the questionnaire . U::1employed, 
(column 5 ) includes. those graduates who have continued their 
education , have become housewives , or did not ha·v-e ,jobs at 
the time the questionnaire was answered. 
·r.rable 1 . University of Wisconsin Social Science Majors 
Investigated 
~ear ' Me,jor Number of Rep lies Unemployed 
Students 
( 1} ( 2) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) T5'f 
Economics •••••• 1950 13 5 1 
1951 12 11 1 
1952 17 17 4 
Tota_l •••••••• 42 33 6 
I 
(conc luded on next page) 
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Total 
Working 
(6) 
4 
10 
13 
27 
25 
Table 1. (concluded) 
' 
Major Year Number of Replies Unemployed Total 
Students Working 
( 1) l2J l3) l4J l 5 J l6J 
International 
Relations ••••• 1950 3 2 0 2 
1951 1 1 0 1 
1_22_2 5 3 0 3 
Total . . . . . . 9 6 0 6 
Political 
Science • • • • • • 1950 5 3 1 2 
1951 3 1 0 1 
1952 6 3 1 2 
Total . . . . . . 14 7 2 5 
Psychology •••• 1950 28 21 8 13 
1951 15 12 6 6 
1952 20 18 9 9 
Total 36 51 23 28 
Sociology ••••• 1950 32 21 4 17 
1951 24 14 6 8 
1952 14 13 5 8 
Total ••••••• 70 48 15 33 
Totals •••••• 198 
' 
145 46 99 
J 
Table 2. University pf Wisconsin Science and ~1athematics 
Majors Inve stigated 
Major Year Number of Replies UnHmployed Total 
Students \\forking 
llJ l2 J l3 J l4) l 5 J {6) 
Bacteriology •• 1950 1 0 0 0 
1951 0 0 0 0 
1952 3 3 1 2 
Total • • • • • • 4 3 1 2 
(concluded on na:t page) 
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Table 2. (concluded) 
Major Year Number of Replies • Unemployed Total 
Students \'forking 
ll) \2} l3 ) { 4) { 5) .CQl 
Chemistry •••• 1950 5 4 1 . 3 
1951 2 1 0 1 
1952 8 6 3 t 3 
Total ••••• 15 11 "4 7 
Mathematics •• 1950 2 1 1 0 
1951 2 2 1 1 
1952 0 0 0 0 
Total ••••• 4 3 2 1 
IVIedical 
Microbiology 1950 1 1 1 0 
1951 3 3 1 2 
1952 3 3 0 2 
Total ••••• 7 7 2 5 
Zoology ••••• 1950 9 7 5 2 
1951 4 4 2 2 
1952 2 2 1 1 
Total •.••• 15 13 8 _5_ 
Tot als •••• 45 37 17 20 
Tables 3 and 4 present a similar breakdown of the Boston 
University graduates by major and by year of graduation. As 
in Tables 1 and 2, column 3 refers to the numbe!r of students 
who maijored in each subject each year. However, column 4 re-
fers to the number of students who registered l'Ti th the place-
ment office; and column 5 is the number of graduates on which 
the placement office had no job report. Again column 6 presents 
the total known number of working graduates. 
Table 3. Boston University Social Science Majors 
Investigated 
Year Number of Number No Job 
27 
Total Major 
Students Registered Re1oort \'lor king 
ll J (2_) l3) l4) l 5 J l6) 
Economics ••• 1950 2 2 1 1 
1951 3 3 l 2 
1952 1 1 0 1 
Total 6 6 2 4 
Government •• 1950 6 4 0 4 
1951 12 3 0 3 
1952 10 4 1 3 
Total 28 11 1 10 
Psychology •• 1950 24 11 1 10 
1951 25 16 5 11 
1952 27 7 5 2 
Total 7b 34 11 23 
Sociology •• 1950 26 12 4 s 
1951 29 s 0 s 
1952 33 13 6 _7 
Total 88 33 10 23 
Totals 198 S4 ,.,4 
"· 
60 
·.•. 
-,;: 
Table 4. Boston University Science and Mathematics Majors 
Investigated 
Major Year Number of Number N"o Job Total 
Students Registered Report Working 
llJ l2J l3J ' _l~J ( 15} l6 J 
Biology •••••• 1950 15 7 3 4 
1951 13 6 2 4 
1952 14 6 1 5 
Total •••••• 42 19 6 13 
Chemistry •••• 1950 s 3 0 3 
1951 -~ 2 0 2 1252 4 ' 0 4 
Total lb 9 0 9 
i 
(concluded on next page) 
Table 4. Boston University Science and Mathemat:lcs Majors 
Investigated 
Major Year Number of Number No Job 
28 
Total 
Students Registered :Report Working 
{ 1) J2J l3 } l4} .l5J l_Ql 
Mathematics •• 1950 7 3 1 2 
1951 7 5 2 3 
1952 J 3 1 2 
Total •••• 17 11 4 7 
Physics •••••• 1950 1 1 0 1 
1951 2 1 0 1 
1952 2 2 0 2 
Total •••• 5 4 0 4 
Totals ••• 80 43 10 l 33 I 
Occupational and industrial classificatione: of graduates.--
Al l of the graduates were given an occupational classification 
according to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Volume I. 
In the code numbers used the first digit of the code number 
indicates the major occupational group; o indicates the pro-
fessi onal and managerial occupations; 1 indicai;es the clerical 
and sales occupations; and 2 indicates the ser1rice occupa-
tions. No other first digit numbers were found in this study. 
The next two digits further break down the clas::;ification as 
presented in Table 5. 
Table 5. Definition of Occupational Groups by Gode Numbers 
Occupational Group 
{ 1) 
Professional occupat ions •••• 
Semiprofessional occupations 
Managerial and Official ••••• 
Clerical and Kindred •••••••• 
Sales and Kindred •••••••••• 
Domestic Service ••••••••••• 
Personal Service ••••••••••• 
Protective Service ••••••••• 
Building Service Workers 
and Porters ••••••••••••••• 
Code Number 
{ 2) ' . 
0-00.00 through 0-39.99 
0-40.00 through 0-69.99 
0-70.00 through 0-99.99 
1-00.00 through 1-49.99 
1-50.00 through 1-99.99 
2-00.00 through 2-09.99 
2-20.00 through 2-59.99 
2-60.00 through 2-69.99 
2-80.00 through 2-99.99 
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The graduates were also given an industrial classifica-
tion number based on the industry in which the graduate was 
employed and according to the United States Census Industrial 
Classification of 1950. Table 6 presents a summary of this 
information. 
Table 6. Definition of Industrial Classifications by Code 
Number 
Industrial Classification 
1 
~1ining . •......•..................... 
Manufacturi ng , Durable Goods •••••••• 
Manufacturing , Nondurable Goods ••••• 
Transportation ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Telecommunications •••••••••••••••••• 
Utilities and Sanitary Service ••••• 
Wholesale Trade ••••••••••••••••••• 
( concluded on next page) 
Code Number 
( 2) 
206 - 236 
306 - 399 
406 - 499 
506 - 568 
57$ - 579 
586 - 598 
606 - 627 
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Table 6. (concluded) 
Industrial Classification Code Number 
( 1) 
Retail Trade ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate ••••••••••• 
Business and Repair Services •••••••••••••••••• 
Personal Services •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Professional and Related Services ••••••••••••• 
Public Administration ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
( 2) 
636 - 699 
716 - 756 
806 - 817 
826 - 849 
868 - 899 
906 - 936 
Tables 7 and 8 present a list of the jobs, job t::ode numbers, 
places of employment and industrial classificat:ton numbers 
of the 119 Wisconsin graduates and the 93 Boston University 
graduates. In a few cases an industry fell into more than 
one classification. \fuere this happens two classification 
numbers were given. The city or town where the graduates 
were employed is presented when the information is available. 
The material is grouped by major fields. 
Table 7. Job Title, Code Number, Place of Empl~yment and 
Industrial Classification, Code Number of 
University of Wisconsin Graduates Grouped by 
Major 
Job Title Code Place of Employment 
Number 
--........,..;..-- - { 1 J { 2 J { 3) 
Economics 
Bank Representative 0-50.23 University of Wisonsin 
Bank Teller .••••••• 1-06.02 First National Bank 
Madison 
Bank Teller .••••••• 1-06.02 First National Bank, 
Madison 
4 
. (cont1nued on next page) 
Code 
Number 
14J 
888 
716 
716 
Table 7. (continued) 
Job Tible 
( 1 )_ 
Bank Trainee . . . . . . . . . 
Bank Trainee •••.••••• 
Bain Trainee ••••••••• 
Bank Trainee . . . . . . . . . 
Bank Trainee . . . . . . . . . 
Claims Adjustor •••••• 
Clerk •••••••••••••••• 
Credit··············· 
Editor, House Organ ••• 
Field Representative •• 
Health Education . . . . . 
Health Education . . . . . 
Asst. Inv.Comptroller 
Investment Trainee ••• 
Investment Trainee •.. 
Merchandi s e Trainee. •• 
Merchandise Trainee •• 
Merchant's Rep •••••••• 
Code 
Number 
12) 
0-98.01 
. 0-98.01 
0-98.01 
0-98.01 
0-98.01 
1-57.40 
1-05.01 
0-98.05 
0-06.53 
1-57.40 
0-57.41 
0-57.41 
0-97.05 
1-65.03 
1-65.03 
0-70.80 
0-70.80 
0-91.60 
Receptionist • • • • • • • • • 1-18.43 
Research Assistant.... 0-50.23 
Secretary • • • •••• • •... 1-33.01 
Secretary ••••••••••• • 1-3 3. 01 
' 
Place of Employment 
l3_l 
Harris Trust and 
Savings, Chicago 
Northern Trust Bank, 
Chicago 
Northern Trust Bank, 
Chicago 
Harris Trust Co., 
Chicago 
First Wisconsin Nat. 
Bank, Milwaukee 
Liberty Mutual Ins., 
New York 
Wisconsin. Power and 
Light, . Madison · 
Woodward and Lothrop, 
Al,exandria, Va 
Pratt Read and Co., 
I 
Ivoryton, Conn. · 
Traveler's Insurance 
Co., Chicago 
Nat. Tuberculosis 
Assoc., Chicago 
Nat. Tuberculosis 
Assoc., Chicago 
Cutler Hammer Inc., 
Milwaukee 
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, 
et al., Milwaukee 
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, 
et al. , Mil waukee 
Spiegel Co., Chicago 
Carson, Pirie Scott 
and Co., Chi.cago 
Welcome Wagon ,MilwaukeE 
Marine Nat. E~change 
Bank, Milwaukee 
University of' 
Wisconsin 
Capitol Times,Madison 
A.O.Smith Corp., 
Milwaukee 
(continued on next page) 
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Code 
Number 
l4J 
716 
716 
716 
716 
716 
736 
586 
646 
308 
736 
868 
868 
367 
726 
726 
646 
646 
· 646 and 
806 
716 
ggg 
459 
399 
Table 7. (continued) 
Job Title 
llJ 
Service Representative 
Underwriter . . . . . . . . . 
International 
Relations 
Examiner •••••••••••••• 
Office •••.•••••••••••• 
Office •••••••••••••••• 
Sales Clerk ••.•••••••• 
Secretary, Legal •••••• 
Trust Assistant ••••••• 
Political Science 
Advertising and 
Publicity •••••••••• 
Clerk-Typist .•.•••••• 
Secretary •••••••••••• 
Secretary .••••••••••• 
Stenographer •••• . • •••• 
Psychology 
Audit Reviewer ••••••• 
Bookkeeper ••••••••••• 
Claims Assistant ••••• 
Clerk •••••••••••••••• 
Code 
Number {2) 
1-12.04 
1-57.30 
1-01.41 
1-05.01 
1-05.01 
1-75.71 
1-33.01 
1-09.13 
0-06.94 
1-37.34 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
1-37.21 
0-01.60 
1-01.03 
1-48.08 
l-05.01 
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Place of E:mployment Code 
Number 
Til J4) 
Travelers InE:urance, 
Boston 736 
Insurance Cooperative 
Agency,Madison 736 
Navy Dept.Electronic 
Supply Off icer 916 
University of Wisconsin 888 
First Wisconsin Bank, 
Madison 716 
W.J.Rendell,Madison 646 
James D. Port er, 
Milwaukee 879 
Northern Trust Co., 
Chicago 716 
Roger Brown,Inc.,N.Y. 806 
Selective Service 
Board,Madison 926 
American Heritage 
Foundation, N.Y. 897 
American Civil Liberty 
Union, Chicago 897 
Continental Casualty 
Co.,Chicago 736 
_Employers Mutual Ins. 
Co.,Wausau, Wis. 736 
Fairbanks-Morse 
Credit Union,Beloit 716 
Social Security Admin-
istration,Milwaukee 916 
A. C. Smith Co. ,Milw·aukee 399 
(contl~ued on next 1page) 
T~ble 7. (continued) 
Job Title 
ll} 
Clerk •••••••••••••• 
Interne in Health ••. 
Library Assistant ••• 
Office ••••••••••••• 
Office ••••••••••••• Office .....••••..•• 
Personnel Ass't ••••• 
Personnel Ass't ••••• 
Personnel Clerk ••••. 
Personnel Clerk ••••• 
Psych. Ass't ••••••• 
Psych. Ass't .•••••• 
Psychometrist •••••• 
Receptionist ••.•••• 
Retail Trainee •••••• 
Secretary •••••••••• 
Secretary •.••••••••• 
Secretary •••••••••• 
Stenographer .•••. • • 
'i'eacher- ~J~aementary •• 
Teacher, Kinderga:rt.~ 
,T_eache*r, Nursery • ••• 
Typist ••••••••••••• 
Typist ...•..••••.•• 
Sociology 
Code 
Number 
{ 2} 
1-05.01 
0-26.30 
1-20.01 
1-05.01 
1-05.01 
1-05.01 
0-36.24 
0-68.71 
1-18.32 
1-18.32 
0-36.24 
0-36.24 
0-36.24 
1-18.43 
0-70.80 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
1-37.21 
0-30.11 
0-30.02 
0-30.02 
1-37.32 
1-37.32 
Case Aid • • • • • • • • • • • 0-27. 50 
Caseworker • • . • • • • • • 0-27.20 
*Not able to classify 
' 
Place of Emplo:~rment 
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University Coop • . ,Madison 
Dr. Regina Wescot t, 
Milwaukee . 
University of Wisconsin 
Military Police Board, 
Georgia 
Mil print Co., Milwaukee 
Farmer's Mutual Insurance 
Co. , Madison 
Kimberly Clark Corp., 
Neenah, Wis. 
Selkin and Henoff, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
First Wisconsin Nat. 
Bank, Milwaukee . 
Radiola Mfg.Co.,Chicago 
Oscar Mayer, Madisbn 
Kimberly Clark Corp., 
Neenah, Wis. 
University of Wisconsin 
Wisconsin Paper and 
Products, Milwaukee 
Boston -Store, Milwaukee 
Public School, 
Schenectady, N.Y. 
Oscar Mayer, Madison 
Times Inc., New York 
University of Wisconsin 
Escanaba, Michigan 
Shorewood Hills School, 
Madison 
Chicago 
Conde Nast Publ i cations 
Humble Oil and Hefin-
ing Co., Houston,Texas 
Dir.Home Service, Red 
Cross, Milwaukee 
N.J.State Board of 
Child Welfare 
(continued on next page) 
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Code 
Number 
l4} 
646 
896 
888 
916 
459 
736 
458 
* 
716 
499 
406 
458 
888 
458 
646 
8$8 
406 
459 
888 
888 
888 
888 
459 
477 and 
226 
'896 
896 
Table 7. (continued) 
Job Title 
_ll} 
Caseworker 
Casevmrker 
Caseworker 
Code 
Number 
l2} 
•••••••• . 0-27.20 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
0-27.20 
0-27.20 
Clerk ·•·••••••••• 1-05.01 
Clerk-Typist······ 1-37.34 
Counselor ••••••••• 0-36.23 
Field Director • • • 0-99.80 
Hospital Attendant. 2-42.20 
Office •••••••••••• l-05.01 
Office . ··········· 1-05.01 · 
Office •••••••••••• 1-05.01 
Office •••••••••••• 1-05.01 
Office ••.••••••••• 1-05.01 
Personnel ••••••••• 0-39.83 
Personnel Ass't •••• 0-68.71 
Personnel Ass't •••• 0-68.71 
Personnel Ass't •••• 0-68.71 
Photographer •••••• 0-56.99 
Policewoman •••••• 2-66.24 
Policewoman······· 2-66.24 
Policewoman ••••••• 2-66.24 
Policewoman ••••••• 2-66.24 
Receptionist •••••• 1-18.34 
Recreation Director 0-98.57 
Recreation Supt •••• 0-98.57 
Secretary ••••••••• 1-33.01 
Place of Employment 
l3} 
N.J.State Board o ~ 
Child Welfare 
Family Service Agency, 
Beloit, viis. 
Milwaukee County Hosp. 
of Mental Disease 
State Capitol, Madison 
National Geographic 
Society, Washing ~on 
Board of Public 'V'lt~lfare, 
Washington 
Girl Scounts, Flint, 
Hichigan 
Dr. Kosaah, Wauwat osa, 
Wis. 
Morris Plan Corp., 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Continental Casualty 
Co., Milwaukee 
University of Wiseonsin 
U.S.Navy Civil Service 
University of Wisc::onsin 
Northern Trust Co.,, 
Madison 
Globe Union, Inc., 
Mih•Taukee 
First National Bank, 
Madison 
Milwaukee Gas and 
Light Co., Milwaukee 
DeLorge Studio, Madison 
Police Dept., Mad:lson 
Madison Police Dept. 
Madison Police Dept. 
University of Wisconsin 
Jackson Clinic, Madison 
Gov.Civil Service, 
Southefen,Germany 
Recreation Dept., 
Green Bay, \Vis. 
N.Y.Life Insurance Co., 
Madison 
(continued on next page) 
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Code 
Number 
( 4} 
896 
896 
869 
926 
897 
916 
897 
869 
716 
736 
888 
916 
888 
716 
367 
716 
588 
849 
936 
936 
936 
888 
916 
896 
736 
Table 7. (continued) 
Job Title 
11J 
Secretary ••••••••••• 
Secretary •••••••••••• 
Secretary •••••••••••• 
Teacher, Dance 
Underwriter 
Chemistry 
! Code 
Number 
( 2 J 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
0-45.41 
1-57.30 
Chemist,Analytic •••••• 0-50.22 
Chemist ••••••••••••••• 0-07.80 
Chemist •••••••••••••• 0-07.80 
Chemist, Jr. . . . . . . . 0-50.22 
Chemist, Research •••• 0-07.$0 
Lab.Technician •••••••• 0-50.22 
Teacher, Chern ••••••••• 0-11.50 
Bacteriology 
Assayer ••••••••••••• 0-07.21 
Bacteriologist •••••• 0-35.33 
Medical Microbiolog~ 
Bacteriologist 
Bacteriologist 
. . . . . . 
• • • • • 
Bacteriologist ••••• 
Bacteriologist,Asst •• 
Lab.Technician 
.. 
0-35.33 
0-3 5. 33 
0-35.33 
0-35.33 
0-50.01 
Place of Employment 
J3) 
University of ·wisconsin 
Stanley Smith, 
Appleton, Wis. 
Golla Calculating, 
Mih·;raukee · 
Miss Nossun, N.Y. 
Henry Yasolibe Agency 
Charlestown, S.c. 
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• Code 
Number 
{ 4) 
888 
899 
357 
888 
736 
Mallenckrodt Chem.Co. 469 
Research Products, 
Corp.,Madison 469 
Bjorksten Research 
Lab., Madison 899 
Kurth Malting ~o., 
Madison 41S 
DuPont Co. , Ttlil:mington, 
Delaware 469 
University of 'ATisconsin S$8 
University of ·wisconsin $88 
Pabst Brewing Co. 
Abbott Laboratories, 
Chicago 
Wisconsin State 
Hygiene Lab. ,:Madison 
Wisconsin State 
Hygiene Lab. , :vradison 
Abbott Labor~tories 
Marquette Medical 
School 
Abbott Laboratories 
Chicago 
418 
467 
868 
~ 868 
467 
888 
467 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 7. (concluded) 
Job Title Code I Place of EmploymE!nt 1 Code 
Number Number {1) (2) ('3 J l4J 
Zoology 
Lab.Technician •••• 0-50.01 Madison 868 
Lab.Technician •••• 0-50.01 C.D.Searle, Skokie,Ill . 868 
Lab.Technician •••• 0-50.01 Geiger Laboratories, 
Minneapolis, Mlnn. ·· · : 467 
Research Ass't •••• 0-50.23 Lakeside Labs. ,~Iilwauke e 467 
Teacher, Med.Tech. 0-31.01 City Hospital, ~
I 
Albuquerque, N. M. - BBB 
. Table 8. Job Title, Code Number, Place of Employment and 
Industrial Classification, Code Number of Boston 
University Graduates Grouped by Major 
Job Title Code Place of EmploymEmt Code 
Number Number ( 1) (2) ( 3 ) llf.J 
Economics 
Clerk ••••••••••• 1-05.01 Harvard University 888 
Floating Teller. 1-06.02 First National Bank 716 
Research Analyst 0-36.51 - Defense Dept.Washington 916 
Secretary Re-
ceptionist ••••• 1-33.01 Boston University 888 
Government 
Off ice . . . . . . . . . 1-05.01 United States Deptq of 
Govt. 916 
Purchasing-Con-
0-91.60 tracting ••••••• U.S.Army Hospital 869 
Retail Executive 
Trainee •••••••• 0-72.01 Gilchrists, Boston ,I~ass. 646 
Secretary ••••••• 1-33.01 World Student Serv:lce 
Fund 897 
Secretary ••••••• 1-33.01 Boston University 888 
(continued on next page) ,. 
Table 8. (continued) 
Job Title 
ll) 
Secretary to Person-
' Code 
Number 
l2} 
nel Interviewer ••• 1-33.01 
Secretary •••••••••• 1-33.01 
Secretary in For-
eign Department ••• 1-33.01 
Survey Interviewer. 1-36.04 
Service Representa-
tive •••••••••••••• 1-12.04 
Psychology 
Attendant Nurse •••• 
Clerk •••••••••••••• 
Clerk, Billing ••••• 
Clerk Typist •••••• 
2-42.20 
1-05.01 
1-18.82 
1-37.34 
Dir ector of Religious 
Education ••••••••• 0-39.81 
Floating Teller •••••• l-06.02 
Guidance Director 
Ass' t . ............ . 
Librarian, Ass't •••• 
Librarian, Ass't •••• 
Merchandise Trainee 
Office ••••••••••••• 
Office Assistant •••• 
Psychologist,Asst ••• 
Receptionist ••••••• 
Receptionist Secre-
tary . ............. . 
Reservation Agent 
Secretary •••••••••• 
Service Representa-
tive .. ...........•. 
Supervisor •••••••••• 
Tabulating Machine 
Operator ••••••••••• 
Teacher, Primary •••• 
Teacher, Primary •••• 
Typing and General 
Office ••••••••••••• 
0-39.84 
1-20.01 
1-20.01 
0-70.80 
1-05.01 
1-05.01 
0-36.24 
1-18.43 
1-37.12 
1-44.12 
1-33.01 
1-12.04 
0-98.57 
l- 25.64 
0-30.11 
0-30.11 
1-37.12 
Place of Employment 
l 3 ) 
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1 Code 
Number 
(4) 
Mass. General Hospital 869 
Boston University 888 
First National Bank 716 
Opinion Poll Organizatior 897 
New England Tel.& Tel. 578 
Boston State Hospital 
Suffolks Savings Bank 
I.H.Hamel Leather Co. 
United States Govern-
ment 
Melrose Congregational 
Church 
Shawmut National Bank 
Waltham School Dept. 
Boston Univ.Library 
Beth Israel Hospital 
Jordan Marsh Co. 
General Electric Corp. 
Harvard University 
U.S.Submarine Base 
Garbers Travel Service 
Transducer Corp. 
American Airlines 
Harvard University 
New England Telephone 
and Telegraph 
Day Camp 
Young and Cubicodin 
Public School 
Perkins School, Pa. 
United Shoe Machi nery 
579 
869 
716 
489 
916 
896 
716 
888 
888 
869 
646 
367 
888 
916 
568 
367 
556 
888 
578 
579 
897 
726 
888 
888 
488·' 
(continued on next page) 
Table 8. (continued) 
Job Title 
tl1 
Sociology 
Admitting Jr. 
Social Worker ••••• 
Advertising Trainee 
Buyer, Ass't ••••••• 
Asst. Director of 
Student Personnel. 
Asst.Y Teen Director 
Claims Adjustor •••• 
Executive Secretary 
Field Worker with 
Displaced Persons 
Group ~orker ••••••• 
Group Worker ••••••• 
Librarian,Asst ••••• 
Merchandise Trainee 
Merchandi s e Coor-
dinator •••••••••• 
Office Stenographer 
Reservation Agent •• 
Secretary ••••••••• 
Secretary ••••••••• 
Secretary •••••••••• 
Code 
Number 
(2) 
0-27.10 
0-81.04 
0-74.13 
0-39.84 
0-27.40 
1-48.08 
0-97.03 
0-27.30 
0-27.40 
0-27.40 
1-20.01 
0-70.80 
1-18.65 
1-37.12 
1-44.12 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
1-33.01 
Service Representa- 1-12.04 
tive 
Survey Interviewer 1-36.04 
Teacher, Primary ••• 0-30.11 
Teacher,Kindergarten 0-30.02 
Underwriter •••••••• ~ 1-57.30 
·J~ 
Place of Employment 
(3) 
Cambridge City Hospital 
R. H. White's, Bos·t~on 
Haynes Ms.Clothing Store 
Mass. Institute of 
Technology 
Y.W.C.A. 
Liberty Mutual 
Regional Social Service 
Ford Foundation 
Hecht 
N.Y.Foundling Home 
Boston University 
Filene's, Boston 
Grover Cronin Inc., 
Waltham 
Capitol Records J is-
tributing Co. 
American Airline::; 
Harvard Uni versit,y 
McGee Insuranc~ Agency 
Fabric Research 
Laboratory 
New England Telephone 
and Telegraph 
U.S.Bureau of LaJor 
Marblehead Schools 
Medford Community Center 
Liberty Mutual 
Biology *Not able to classify 
Entomologist ••••••• 
Medical Secretary •• 
Research Asst •.•••• 
Research Asst •••••• 
Research Asst •••••• 
Research Technician 
Research Technician 
Statistics,Clerical 
Teacher, Grade I ••• 
Teacher, Grade I ••• 
Technician •••••••• 
0-39.65 
0-50.01 
0-50.23 
0-50.23 
0-50.23 
0-50.23 
0-50.23 
1-36.01 
0-30.11 
0-30.11 
0-50.23 
U.S.Government 
Mass. General Hospital 
Boston University 
Harvard Medical School 
General Electric Corp. 
Harvard Medical School 
Mass.Eye and Ear Inst. 
Mass. Dept. of Public 
Health 
Public School 
Public School 
New England Deaconess 
Hospital (concluded on next page) 
Code 
Number 
( 4) 
869 
646 
656 
896 
888 
897 
736 
896 
897 
896 
926 
888 
646 
646 
626 
556 
888 
736 
578 
579 
916 
888 
896 
736 
916 
869 
888 
888 
367 
888 
868 
916 
888 
888 
869 
Table 8. (concluded) 
Job Title ' Code 
Number 
JlJ l2) 
Technician ••••••• 0-50.23 
Technician ••••••• 0-50.23 
Chemistry 
Chemist •••••••••• 
Chemist •••••••••• 
Chemist •••••••••• 
Chemist •••••••••• 
Laboratory Asst •• 
Technician ••••••• 
Technician ••••••• 
Technician ••••••• 
Technician .••••••• 
.Mathematics 
Actuaty .••••••••• 
Engfneering Asst. 
Engineering Aid •• 
Probationary Asst. 
Teacher, Math ••••• 
Teahnician •••••••• 
Underwriter Asst •• 
Physics 
0-07. 80 
0-07.80 
0-07.60 
0-07.80 
0-50.22 
0-50.22 
0-50.22 
0-50.22 
0-50.22 
0-36.55 
0-50122 
0-50.22 
0:-27.20 
0-31.01 
0-50.23 
1-57.30 
Engineering Asst •• 0-50.23 
Laboratory Asst ••• 0-50.23 
Teacher, Physics •. 0-31.01 
Technician •••••••• 0-50.23 
39 
Place of Employment ' Code 
Number 
l3J l4) 
Mass. Memorial Hospital 869 
Blood Grouping Laboratory 
of Boston 868 
Iomics Inc. 
Mallinckrodt Chem.Co. 
Boston University 
Skinner and Sherman, 
Boston 
Worcester Foundation 
Harvard University 
General Aniline and. Film 
Children's Hospital, 
Boston 
Worcester Foundation 
New England Life 
Insurance 
General Electric Corp. 
Ba i rd Associates 
Adams Stries Library 
Salt Lake City 
Mass.Medical Hospital 
Luberman Mutual Insurance 
General Electric Corp. 
United States Government 
Kingston, Mass. 
Sylvania Electric Gorp. 
467 
469 
888 
898 
897 
888 
469 
869 
897 
736 
367 
898 
888 
888 
869 
736 
367 
916 
888 
367 
Occupations graduates entered.-- The graduates have 
entered many different occupations as may be seen from 
40a 
Tables 7 and 8. Many graduates have entered the same one, how-
ever. Table 9 presents a list of all of the different occupa-
tions which the social sciEmce majors from both colleges have 
entered, and the number of graduates by major in each occupa-
tion. Table 10 presents similar data for the science and 
mathematics majors. As this study is not a comparison of the 
two colleges, but rather a comparison of two groups of majors 
there did not s eem to be any point in listing the data separate-
ly for each college. 
It was also thought to be more expedient to combine the 
following social science majors into one group in Table 9 
called Government; political science, international rela-
tions, and gov ernment. All of these majors are VE!ry similar 
and henceforth will be grouped under the one name.. In Table 10 
the followin g science majors will be combined into one group, 
Biology, as they also are very similar; medical microbiology, 
bact eriology, zoology and biology. 
Table 9. Number of Different Occupations of Soci.:ll Science 
Majors 
I 
Occupation Number by Ma Jor Tot a 
Econorn- I Govern- Psychol- Sociol 
ics ment Of!..Y ogy 
ll} t 2} (3} t 4} t 5 J (6) 
Admitting Jr.Social Worker 1 1 
Advertising and publishing 1 1 
Advertising Trainee ••••••• 1 1 
Attendent Nurse ••••••••••• 1 1 
Auditor Reviewer •••••••••• 1 1 
I 
. (cont1nued on next page) .. 
1 
40b 
Table 9. (continued) 
Occupation Number by Major Total 
Econom- ·Govern- Psychol- Sociol-
ics ment ogy ogy 
( 1} ( 2 J {3} ( 4} ( 5J ( 6) 
Bank Representative ••• 1 1 
Bank Teller .•..•..•••• 2 2 
Bank Trainee •••••••••• 5 5 
Bookkeeper •••••••••••• 1 1 
Buyer, Asst . .........• 1 1 
Case Aid •••••••••••••• 1 1 
Caseworker . ••••••••••• 4 4 
Claims Adjustor •.••••• 1 1 2 
Claims Asst . .......•.• 1 1 
Clerk . ................ 2 3 1 6 
Clerk, Billing •••••••• 1 1 
Clerk Typist . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 l Counselor . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 1 
Director of Religious 
Education •••••••••••• 1 1 
Director of Student 
Personnel,Asst ••••••• 1 1 
Editor, House Organ ••• 1 1 
Examiner •••••••••••••• 1 1 
Executive Secretary ••• 1 1 
Field ~Yorker •••••••••• 1 1 
Floating Teller ••••••• 1 1 2 
Girl Scouts . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Group vvorker .••••••••• 2 2 
Guid imce Director,Asst 1 1 
Health Educ ation •••••• 2 2 
Hospital Attendent •••• 1 1 
Insurance Field Rep ••• 1 1 
Interne ••••••••••••••• 1 1 
Inventory Comptroller, 
Asst • •••••.•..••••• • • 1 1 
Investment Trainee •••• 2 1 1 4 
Office Worker ••.••••.• 3 4 5 12 
Office Assistant •••••• 1 1 
Personnel Assistant ••• 2 4 6 
Personnel Clerk ••••••• 2 2 
I 
(concluaed on next page) 
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Table 9. (concluded 
Occupation Number by Major Total 
IEconom- Govern- Psychol- ' sociol-
ics ment ogy ogv 
ll) { 2) { 3 ) (ld ( s) ( 6) 
Photographer,Asst. 1 1 
Policewoman •••••• 4 4 
Psychologist, 
Asst ..••..••••• 3 3 
Psychometrist ••• ~ 1 1 
Purchasing, 
Contracti ng •••• 1 1 
Receptionist •••••• 1 2 1 4 
Receptionist-
Secretary • • • • • 1 1 2 
Recreational 
Director ••••••• 2 2 
Research Analyst. 1 1 
Research Asst •••• 1 1 
Reservation Agent 1 1 2 
Retail Executive 
Trainee ••••••• 1 1 
Retail Trainee •• 1 1 
Salesperson .... 1 1 
Secretary ••••••• 2 7 4 7 20 
Secretary,Legal~ 1 
Service Repre-
sentative •••••• 1 1 1 1 4 
Stenographer •••• 1 1 1 3 
Supervisor •••••• 1 1 
Survey Inter-
viewer •••••••• 1 1 2 
Tabulating 
Machine Operator 1 1 
Teacher,Kinder-
garten ••••••••• 2 1 3 
Teacher,Ele-
mentary •••••••• 3 1 4 
Teacher,Dance ••• 1 1 
Trust Asst •••••• 1 1 
Typist •••••••••• 3 3 
Underwriter ••••• 1 2 3 
y Teen Director, 1 1 
Asst ......... . 
Total ••••••• 31 21 51 56 159 
' 
~ 
Table 10. Number of Different Occupations of Science and 
Mathematics Majors 
Occupation 
l1J 
Actuary •••••••••••• 
Analyst, Asst •••••• 
Assayer.~ •••••••••• 
Bacteriologist ••••• 
Bacteriologist,Asst. 
Chemist .•...•...••• 
Chemist, Analytic ••• 
qhemist, Junior •••• 
vhemist, Research •• 
Engineering Asst ••• 
Entomologist •••• • •• 
Laboratory Asst • . • • 
Probationary Ass t •. 
Research Asst •••••• 
Research Technician 
Secretary, Medical 
Statistics, clerical 
Teacher,Elementary •• 
Teacher, High School 
Teacher, College ••• 
Technician . . •••••••• 
Underwriter,Asst •••• 
Total •••••.•••• 
Biol-
ogy 
( 2 ) 
25 
1 
4 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
7 
Number by Major 
Chem-
istry 
(3) 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
16 
Math 
( 4) 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Physics 
( 5) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
42 
Total 
( 6) 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
14 
1 
53 
Fields which graduates entered.-- The graduates have also 
entered various fields of endeavor. Table 11 indicates the 
number of social science graduates by major working in each of 
" 
the following categories; business, education, science, 
medicine, law government, and nonprofit organizations. The 
first number for each major in the table listed under C 
indicates the number engaged in clerical work in each cate-
43 
gory; the second number listed under NC indicat ~ s the num-
ber of graduates engaged in non clerical work in each category; 
and the third number listed under T indicates th ~~ total number 
of graduates for each major engaged in work in each cat @eory . 
The classifications were based on the place of employment in 
most instances. Clerical workers were classified in this 
manner. However, anyone engaged in teaching was classified 
under education regardless of the employee; chemists, research 
technicians and other scientific workers were classified under 
science and not according to the industry in whi1:::h they were 
engaged. 
Table 12 presents similar data for the science and 
mathematics majors. 
Table 11. Number of Social Science Graduates by Major En-
gaged in Clerical and Non clerical Work in 
Various Categories 
Category Number by Major 
Economics Government Psychology Sociology 
c NC T c NC T c NC T c NC T 
ill l2) ( 3) l4J l 5 J 
c 
Total 
NC 
( 6) 
T 
Business ••• 5 21 26 .3 5 8 19 10 29 8 14 22 35 50 85 
i 
' 
Education •• 1 1 2 3 0 3 4 9 13 4 6 10 12 16 28 
'· t I I (concluded on next page} 
Table 11. (concluded) 
Category Number by Major 
Economics Government Psychology Sociology 
c NC T c NC T c NC T C NC T 
( 1) (2) 111 ( 4) ( 5) 
Science ••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · o 0 0 
Medicine •••• 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 3 3 1 3 4 
Law ••••••••• 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Government •• 0 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 4 2 10 12 
Nonprofit 
Organizatioru 0 2 2 3 1 4 0 2 2 1 7 g 
Total •••• 6 25 31 13 g 21 25 25 51 16 40 56 
Table 12. Number of Science and Mathematics Graduates by 
Major Engaged in Clerical and Nonclerical Work 
in Various Categories. 
Category Number by Major \ 
r--
-Biology Chemistry Math Physics 
C NC T C NC T C NC T C Nc T (' v 
{ 1 J ( 2 ) ()) ( 4) ( 5) 
Business •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 
Education. 0 3 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
Science ••• 0 20 20 0 15 15 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 
Medicine •• 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Law ••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Government 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nonprofit 
Organiza-
tions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 o· 0 0 
Total ••• 2 23 25 0 16 16 0 g 8 0 4 4 2 
~ ~ 
44 
Total 
C NC T 
(6) 
0 0 0 
2 7 9 
1 00 1 
6 14 20 
4 12 16 
59 100 159 
Total 
NC T 
(b) 
3 3 
6 6 
41 41 
00 2 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
51 53 
45 
Relationship of occupation to major.-- In Table 13 the 
occupations of the social science majors were grouped into ~ive 
categories. The first group, professional indicates the number 
of graduates engaged in professional work in a field related 
to their major study. Semiprofessional refers to those gradu-
ates engaged in semiprofessional work in a field related to 
their major study. Social service indicates the number of 
graduates engaged in service work, mostly at the professional 
level in an area which may or may not be related to their field 
of major study. All teachers are included in this group un-
less they are teaching the subject in which they majored. 
Managerial, official and business occupations indicates the 
number of graduates engaged in this type of work whether or 
not it is related to their major field of study. Clerical 
indicates only those engaged in t ypical office work such as 
receptionist, clerk, secretary, and stenographer. Clerical 
positions such as service representative and unde!rwri ter are 
classified under business occupations. Each job and its 
classification by major is listed in the appendix. 
Table 14 presents similar information for the science and 
mathematics majors. 
Table 13. Occupational Groups of Social Science Gradua tes 
by Major 
Occupational Number by Major 
Group 
Economics Government Psychology Sociology 
(1) (2) ( 3) { 4) ( 5) 
Professional ••• 2 0 4 9 
Semiprofes-
sional •••••••• 1 0 2 0 
Social Service. 2 1 12 21 
J.VIanagerial, 
Officia1,and 
8 Business •••••• 20 7 10 
Cl er i cal ..••••• 6 13 25 16 
Total •••••• 31 21 51 56 
I i 
Table 14. Occupational Groups of Science and Mathematics 
Graduates by Major 
Occupational Number by Major 
Group 
Biology Chemistry Math 1 Physics 
( 1_) (2) l 3 ) (4J ( 5J 
Professional •••• 8 10 2 1 
Semiprofes-
6 sional ••••••••• 13 4 3 
Social Service •• 2 0 1 0 
Managerial, 
Official, and 
Business ••••••• 0 0 1 0 
Clerical •••••••• 2 0 0 0 
Total ••••••• 25 16 8 4 
I I 
46 
Total 
(6) 
15 
3 
36 
45 
60 
159 
Tot a 1 
{6) 
21 
26 
3 
1 
2 
53 
Types of industries graduates entered.-- The graduates 
entered thirteen different industrial groups as classified 
by the U.S.Census Classification of 1950. Table 15 shows 
the industrial groups which the social science graduates 
entered and the number of graduates by major who entered each 
type. In a few cases an industry may be classified by two 
numbers; New England Telephone and Telegraph wa,s found under 
the classification numbers 578 and 579. Where this happened 
the industry was listed under both numbers. Hol-v,~ver, in 
Table 15 a special column, Duplicates, \vas inserted and the 
industries with more t han one classification was indicated 
there. The number of duplicates was then subtracted to 
get the total number in each instance. The writer was not 
able to classify two industries. These are indicated in 
the table in the column, Not Able to Classify. 
Table 16 shows similar data for the science and math-
ematics majors. However, many types of industri,~s were not 
included as no graduates entered these industrial groups. 
The writer was able to classify all industries and no indus-
tries fell into more than one classification. 
In both tables the industries are indicated by code 
number. Table 6 gives the meaning of each group of code 
numbers. 
47 
Table 15. Number of Social Science Graduates by Major ~Vho 
Entered Each Industrial Group 
48 
Industrial 1 Number by Ma.ior Total 
Group Economics Government Psychology 1 Soc:iology 
( 1} l 2 } l3) ( 4} 15J 
206-236 .••• 0 0 1 0 
306-399 .••• 3 0 3 2 
406-499 •••• 1 0 11 0 
506-568 •••• 0 0 2 1 
578-579 .••• 0 2 2 2 
586-598 .••• 1 0 0 1 
606-627 •••• 0 0 0 1 
636-699 •••• 4 2 4 4 
716-756 ••.• 16 4 7 9 
806-817 •••• 1 1 0 0 
826-849 •••• 0 0 0 1 
868-899 ...• c:. 10 lS 26 ,.I 
906-936 .••• 1 3 4 9 
Not Able To 
Classify •• 0 0 1 1 
Duplicates. 1 1 2 1 
Total ••• 31 21 51 56 
Table 16. Number of Science and Mathematics Graduates by 
Major Who Entered Each Industrial Group 
(6) 
1 
8 
12 
3 
6 
2 
1 
14 
36 
2 
1 
59 
17 
2 
5 
159 
Industrial Number bv Ma_ior Total 
Group BJ.ology Chemistry · · Math 
- Physl.cs 
Jl) ( 2 ) l3) l4) 
·-· .J!.~L. __ 6 306-309 •••••• 1 0 I 2 4 
406-499 •••••• 6 7 1 0 14 
716-756 ••...• 0 0 2 0 2 
868-899 •••••• ·16 9 4 1 30 906-936 .•..•• 2 0 0 I l 3 
Total ••••• 25 16 8 4 53 
t 
I 
Figure 1 presents the same information as found in 
Tables 15 and 16 in graphic form. However, only the total 
number of social science majors and science and mathematics 
majors and not the individual majors is indicated in this 
figure. Also the total number of graduates who have entered 
each industrial group is indicated in the figure.. Again it 
is necessary to refer to Table 6 to interpret the industrial 
code numbers. 
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Figure 1. Number of Social Science and Science and Mathematics 
Majors and the Total Number of Graduates in Each 
Industrial Group 
Key: 
Social Science 
~ Science 
• Total 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Summary 
Basis of study.-- This study was a compari:son of 159 
social ·science women graduates and 53 science and mathematics 
women graduates of the University of Wisconsin and Boston 
University, classes of 1950, 1951, and 1952. The writer 
attempted to find possible relationships between occupations, 
industries, and majors. The data was obtained directly 
from the placement offices of the universities. It was 
regrettable that the writer was not able to obtain specific 
information on the clerical jobs of the graduates as they 
may have been related to their majors. 
The occupations of the graduates were classified ac-
cording to the Dictionary of Occupational TitlE~s. Volume I. 
The industries in which they were employed werE~ classified 
qccording to the United States Census Classification of 
1950. 
Results of study.-- Social science gradua~es enter-
ed a wider variety of occupations and ones not so closely 
related to their fields of major study as did science 
and mathematics graduates. Economics majors t ,ended to 
go into bus iness, insurance, and banking, while psychology 
-50-
and sociology majors tended to take positions ~bich involved 
social service. The science and mathematics majors tended 
to take positions as technicians or research workers. 
Comparison of results with other studies.-- As found 
v 
in the Radcliffe College study a large number of the A.B. 
51 
degree graduates obtained secretarial, technica1 and clinical 
positions. Many of the social science graduates have also 
entered clerical occupations, a fact in keeping with data y _1./ 
presented by Harris • Harris also found tha.t women enter-
ed education and business more often than any other field. 
This was true of the social science majors in this study, 
but not true of the science and mathematics ma j ors. 
Babcock found that 60 per cent of all wome:n graduates 
!t.l 
were teachers. In this study only about sevem per cent 
were teachers. 
Hanor Webb believes that social science majors are un-
5./ 
able to support themselves in work related to their major. 
Contrary to this, this study showed that 45 per cent of the 
social science majors were working in fields directly or 
I/Radcliffe College, QE• cit. 
,f/Seymour E. Harris, QE• ill_., p. 54. 
l/Ibid., p. 89. 
~F. Lawrence Babcock, Q£• cit., p. 26. 
2/Hanor A. Webb, QE• cit., pp. 403-404. 
S.~0'fl t)'nl·.~~-tt) 
School of E.dt;.:w.Wn 
L ~hn-Jrv 
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closely related to their fields of major study. 
Barnard College graduates of 1950 were employed mostly 
l/ 
in business concerns and educational organizations. This 
was true of the social science majors in this study; however, 
most of the science and mathematics majors were working in 
the field of science. 
Preparation for life.-- A college education is not as 
may be seen from this study training for a spec:tfic vocation, 
but training for a variety of vocations. The mo:re varied 
electives the students take the better prepared they wil l 
be. And in the last analysis a college education is not voca-
tional in any sense, but is the accumulation of knowledge 
for bett er living. It is preparation for a way of life. 
2. Conclusions 
An analysis was made of the results obtained in this 
study. The findings were as follows: 
1. There were 19S social science women graduates of 
the University of Wisconsin for the years 1950, 1951, and 
1952. Of this number 99 were known to be working. During 
this same period there were also 19S social science graduates 
of Boston University of which number 60 were known to be 
working. Thus this study was based on 159 of these women. 
~/"Current News," QE• cit., p . 543. 
2. There were 45 girls who majored in sciEmce and 
mathematics at the University of Wisconsin during the years 
1950, 1951, and 1952. Of this number there wer13 20 known 
to be working. At Boston University for the same years 
there were 33 graduates out of 80 known to be MJrking. Thus 
this study was based on 53 of these women. 
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3. There were approximately three times a :3 many social · 
science majors as there were science and mathem.:ttics majors. 
4. Considering both colleges together in the field 
of social science 31 girls majored in economics, 21 in 
government, 51 in psychology, and 56 in sociology. In the 
field of science and mathematics 25 girls majored in biology, 
16 in chemistry, four in physics, and eight in mathematics. 
5. Psychology and sociology were the most popular 
social science majors; biology and chemistry were the most 
popular science majors. 
6. The graduates entered professional, s emiprofession-
al, managerial and official, clerical and kindred, sales and 
kindred, and protective service occupations as classified 
according to the Dictionary of Ocgupational Titles, Volume I. 
7. The 159 social science graduates entered 71 dif-
ferent occupations; the 53 science and mathematics graduates 
entered 22 different occupations. 
8. It was found that the 31 economics ma: ors entered 
21 different occupations; the 21 government majors entered 
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13 different occupations; the 51 psychology majors entered 
31 different occupations; the 56 sociology majors entered 
34 different occupations; the 25 biology majors entered 11 
occupations; the 16 chemistry majors entered seven occupa-
tions; the four physics majors entered four different occupa-
tion, and the eight mathematics majors entered seven dif-
ferent occupations. 
9. More social science majors had jobs as secretaries 
than anything else; more science and mathematics majors 
had jobs as technicians. 
10. Over 80 per cent of the economics majors entered 
the business · field. Twenty one had non clerical jobs and 
five had clerical jobs in this area. Only six of the 31 
economics majors had clerical jobs in any area. 
11. There were also more government majorsl in the 
business field than any other although only eight out of 
21 graduates entered the business field. 
12. There were 29 psychology majors who entered the 
· business field. Of these, however, 19 had cleri cal positions 
leaving 10 with non clerical positions. Nine o~ these grad-
ua~es entered the educational field in non cl .rical jobs. 
Forty two of the 51 psychology majors entered e:i.ther the 
business or education field. 
13. Most of the sociology majors entered either the 
business, education or government fields. Over half of the 
graduates with non clerical jobs entered the business or 
government field. 
14. Almost five times as many economics majors had 
non clerical jobs as clerical jobs and over twice as many 
sociology majors had non clerical as clerical jobs. Nearly 
the same number of psychology majors had non cle~rical jobs 
as had clerical jobs and more government majors had clerical 
jobs than non clerical jobs. 
15. Approximately twice as many social sci.ence grad-
uates had non clerical jobs as clerical jobs. 
16. Eight social science majors became teachers. 
17. The science and mathematics majors as may be seen 
from Table 12 were concentrated in the field of science. 
18. Thirty five of the 41 biology and chemistry 
majors entered the science field. 
19. Three quarters of the physics majors cmd almost 
half of the mathematics majors entered the science field. 
20. Only two of the 53 science and mathematics majors 
had clerical jobs. 
21. Forty one of the 53 graduates entered the science 
field. 
22. Six of the science and mathematics majors became 
teachers. 
23. A very small number of the social science majors, 
18 out of 159, entered either the professional or semipro-
fessional occupations in the fields of their major study. 
The sociology majors with nine out of 56 gradua~es had the 
55 
56 
largest percentage entering either of these gro1ps. 
24. Most of the economics majors, 20 out c>f 31, entered 
occupations class~; as business, managerial, or official. 
25. Thirteen out of 21 government majors had strictly 
clerical jobs. 
26. About one half, 25 out of 51, psychol(>gy majors 
also had strictly clerical jobs. A fairly high percentage, 
12 out of 51, entered service occupations. 
27. Twenty one of the 56 sociology majors entered 
social service octupations. 
2$. Of all social science majors 60 out of 159 entered 
strictly clerical occupations, 45 entered manage~rial, of-
ficial or business occupations, 36 entered social service 
occupations, 15 entered professional occupations in their 
fields of major study and three entered semiprofessional 
occupations in their fields of major study. 
29. Considering managerial, official and business 
_occupations as related to a major in economics there were 
23 out of 31 graduates including those in professional and 
semiprof~ssional occupations who entered a profession related 
to a major in economics. 
30. As social service occupations are rel ated to 
psychology and sociology it was found that 1$ of t he 51 
graduates who majored in psychology entered an occupation 
related to their major; 30 of the 56 sociology majors 
57 
entered an occupation related to their major. 
31. It was found that 47 of the 53 science and math-
ematics graduates entered a professional or semiprofessional 
occupation related to their fields of major study; 21 entered 
professional occupations, and 26 entered semipro~essional 
occupations. 
32. More biology, mathematics, and physics majors 
entered semiprofessional occupations than professional oc-
cupations related to their majors. 
33. More chemistry majors entered professi()nal than 
semiprofessional occupations related to their fit~lds of 
major study. 
34. Three science and mathematics majors entered social 
service occupations, one entered managerial, official and 
business occupations, and two had clerical jobs. 
35. Twenty one of the 25 biology majors, all of the 
chemistry majors, six of the eight mathematics majors and 
all of the physics majors entered professional or semipro-
fessional occupations related to their majors. 
36. Over one third of all the social science majors 
worked in industries classified under the title, Professional 
and Related Services; over one fifth entered industries 
classified as Finance, Insurance and Real Estate. 
37. Sixteen of the 31 economics majors entered the 
finance, insurance, and real estate industries; 10 of the 
I . 
21 government majors entered the professional and related 
services industries; 18 of the 51 psychology mc;:jors enter-
ed the durable and nondurable goods manufacturing indus-
tries; and 26 of the 56 sociology majors entered the profes-
sional and related services industries and nine entered 
public administration. 
38. The greater percentage of the science and mathe-
matics majors, 30 out of 53, entered the professional and 
related services, and 18 entered the durable and nondurable 
goods manufacturing industries. 
39. Sixteen of the 25 biology majors, nine out of the 
16 chemistry majors, four out of the eight mathelmatics 
majors, and one out of the four physics majors emtered the 
professional and related services industries. 
40. Considering the 159 graduates there WE!re 38 who 
entered the manufacturing industries, 38 who entered finance, 
insurance, and real estate, and 89 who entered the profes-
sional and related services industries. 
3. Recommendations 
There are many things which can be done to supplement 
the findings of this study. Fol lowing are specific 
recommendat i ons for further study: 
1. The study should be extended to i ncludE! all liberal 
arts graduates, and not just the two groups included in 
this study . The results would then be more meaningful in 
that they could be better compared with results of other 
studies. Also the graduates of a particular major could be 
compared with all graduates instead of one particular group 
such as social science as was the necessity in t his case. 
2. It would be desirable to have much mor(3 specific 
information on all the jobs, and particularly the clerical 
jobs. With this information the process of classification 
and determining relationships would be much simpler. 
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3. The study should not only be based on the ·relation-
ships between majors and entry jobs as was the ease in this 
study, but should also be foll)owed up by a stud;r based on 
the jobs which graduates have five years after graduation. 
4. A definite standard by which relationsh:Lps between 
majors, occupations, and industries could be determined 
would be extremely desirable. It would also be helpful to 
set up a s c·ale by which degrees of relationship could be 
determined. 
5. A more complete study might also include informa-
tion on the graduates' electives. It is possible that the 
variety and number of electives might have an effect on 
the occupations which the graduates enter. 
6. A questionnaire sent to graduates would also be 
helpful. Questions such as "How did you get your job?tt, 
and "What influenced you in your choice of vocation?" might 
provide counselors with some very useful inform<:.tion. 
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7. Although it would not shed any light on the possible 
relationships between majors and jobs after graduation the 
salaries earned by the graduates might provide helpful in-
formation to the college counselor. 
8. · The problem could also be approached in a different 
way. A survey could be made of women engaged in certain 
professions, or fields of work such as retail trade. Informa-
tion such as college, if any, major in college, electives 
taken, factors contributing to their choices of work, their 
entry jobs into their present work, and other such informa-
tion could be obtained. 
9. A question not answered in this study and one for 
V'rhich an answer might be desirable to know is ".~o what extent 
does the geographical location of the colleges effect the 
results?". 
10. Whether or not ·a graduate wanted or tried to 
obtain a job in an area related to her field of major study 
might significantly affect the results of this or any 
future study of this type. Thus, it s eems that it would 
also be important to be in possession of this type of 
information. 
11. An area in which future investigators could explore 
is the relationships between grades in colleges and the types 
of positions held after gr aduation. 
1. The Appendix 
Tables 13 and 14 were based on the following data: 
Major 
and 
Occupation 
~--~---r.~~-----O~c~c~u~p~a=t~1~·o~n=a=w~:G~rouo 
Profes- Semipro- Social :Managerial 
sional fessional Service Official 
Business 
ll} 
Economics 
Bank Representative 
Bank Teller ••••••• 
Bank Trainee •••••• 
Claims Adjustor ••• 
Clerk . ........•.•. 
Credit . ••••••••••• 
l21 
Editor,House Organ 1 
Field Representa-
tive 
Flo~ting Teller ••• 
Health Education •• 
Inventory Comp-
troller Asst ••••• 
Investment Trainee 
Merchandise Trainee 
Merchant's Repre-
sentative •••••••• 
Receptionist •••••• 
Research Analyst.. 1 
Research Asst ••••••• 
Secretary ••••••••• 
Secretary-Recep-
tionist •••••••••• 
Service Repre-
sentative •••••• . 
Underwriter •••••• 
Government 
Advertising and 
Publishing ••••••• 
Clerk-Typist •••••• 
Examiner •••••••••• 
Office •••••••••••• 
Purchasing Con-
tractor ••••••••• 
{3) {4) 
2 
1 
1 
(contlnued on next page) 
{ 5) 
1 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Clerical 
{b) 
1 
,... 
t:.. 
1 
1 
3 
2 
Major 
and 
Occupation Profes- ~emipro­
sional fessi onal 
ll) 
Reta il Executive 
Trainee ••••••• 
Sales Clerk •••• 
Secretary •••••• 
Secretary,Legal 
Service Repre-
sentative ••••• 
Stenographer •• 
Survey Inter-
viewer •••••••• 
Trust Assistant 
Psychology 
Attendant Nurse 
Audit Revi ewer 
Bookkeeper ••••• 
Claims Asst •••• 
Clerk •••••••••• 
Clerk, Billing •• 
Cl erk-Typist ••• 
Dir ector of 
R ·1 ·· · Ed 
· e . .a.g:tous u-
cation ••••••• 
Float ing Teller 
Guidance Dir-
ector,Asst •••• 
Interne in 
Health Center. 
Merchandise 
Trainee •••••• 
Office ••••••••• 
Office Asst •••• 
Personnel Asst. 
Personnel Clerk 
Psychologist, 
Asst •••••••••• 
Psychometrist •• 
Receptionist •••• 
Receptionist-
Secretary ••••• 
l2J l3J 
3 
1 
2 
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Occupational Grou""-P- =--.....-::~--­
Soc i al ' Managerial Clerical 
Service Official 
Busi ness 
(4} l5J 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
{ 6) 
7 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1 
t (continued on next page) 
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Major 
and 
Occupation 
~~~--~~------_,~O~c~c~upat~.i~.o~n~t·a.~tl~G.~r·,ou•n~,n~--~~---------
Profes- Semipro- Social · Managerial Clerical 
sional fessional Service Official 
_(1) 
Reservation Agen~ 
Retail Trainee • 
Secretary •••••• 
Service Repre-
sentative •••••• 
Stenographer 
Supervisor ••••• 
Tabulating Machiz e 
Operator ••••••• 
Teacher ••••••••• 
Typist ••••••••••. 
Typing and Genercl 
Office ••••••••• 
Sociology 
Admitting Jr. 
( 2) 
Social Worker •••• 1 
Advertising 
Trainee •••••••••• 
Buyer,Asst •••••••• 
Case Aid .••••••••• 1 
Caseworker •••••••• 4 
Clai ms adjustor ••• 
Clerk ••••••••••••• 
Clerk-Typist •••••• 
Counselor ••••••••• 
Director of Stu-
dent Personnel ••• 
Executive Secretary 
Field Director ••• 
Field Worker ••••• 1 
Group Worker •••••• 2 
Hospital Attendan~ 
Library Asst •••••• 
Merchandise Train~e 
Merchandise Co-
ordinator •••••••• 
Office •••••••••• 
Personnel .••••••• 
Personnel Asst ••• 
Photographer,Asst 
Business 
(3) l4J l5J 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
(continued on next page~·- -. 
l b J 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
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Major 
and Occunatis;J).aU:lrouP-
Occupation rrofes- I Semipro- Social Managerial Cleric a 1 
~ional fessional Service Official 
Bus:lness 
{1) _l2) J31 {4) ......: 5} { 6) 
~ 
Policewoman •• 4 
Receptionist. l 
Recreational 
Director •••• : 2 I 
Reservation I 
Agent ••••••• 1 
Secretary •••• 7 
Service Repre~ 
sentative ••• 1 
Stenographer. 1 
Survey Inter-
viewer •••••• l 
Teacher , Dance 1 
Teacher,Ele-
mentary .•••• 1 
Underv~ri ter •• 2 
Biolog1 
Assayer •••••• 1 
Bacteriologis 4 
Bacteriologis 
Asst •••••••• 1 
Entomolobist. 1 
Laboratory 
Techhician •• 4 
Research Asst 4 
Research Tech 
nician 2 
Secretary,Med 
ical ••••••••• 1 
Statistics, 
Clerical •••• l 
Teacher,Ele-
mentary •••••• 2 
Teach~r,Medica 1 
Technology ••• 1 
Technician •••• 3 
(concluded on next page) 
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Major 
and 
-
·Occupational G!:.Q.11D 
Occupation Profes- Semi~ro- Social Managerial Clerical 
sional fessional Service Official 
Business 
( 1) (2)_ .(JJ ( 4} {5) ( 6} 
Chemistri 
Chemist •••••• 6 
Chemist,Analy 
tic ......... . 1 
Chemist, Jr ••• 1 
Chemist-
Research •••• 1 
Laboratory 
Asst ••••••• 1 
Lab'!J)I'atory 
Technician 1 
Teacher,Chem-
istry •••••• 1 
Technic an . . . 4 
Mathematics 
Actuary •••••• 1 
Analyst,Asst. 1 
Engineering 
As s.t •••••••• 2 
Probationary 
Asst .••••••• 1 
Teacher,Math 1 
Technician ••• 1 
Underwriter, 
. Asst •••• ~ · ••• 1 
Phrsics 
Engineering 
Asst ••••••• 1 
Laboratory 
Asst ••••••• 1 
Technician •• 1 
Teacher, 
Physics .••• 1 
I 
FICE OF THE DEAN OF WOME! 
ar 195} Graduate: 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
103 Lathrop Hall 
Annually a survey is made of the employment status of 
the graduates. The information is used primarily in · 
counseling undergraduates on current job opportunities. 
~·Jhether or not you are employee., fill out the attached 
card and return immediately. Also indicate if you are 
continuing your education and where. We can then put the 
information to work in the interests of current students. 
We take this occasion to inform you that we are at 
your service whenever you may wish to call on us. Thank 
you for your help with this survey. If you hear of any 
job -openings let us know. Best wishes. 
Emily Chervenik, Placement and Occupational Counseling I 
J 
I 
I. - · Miss Name:Mrs. · 
· (Print - ,including 
College: . I 
Major: 
maiden name) --------
Pre sent· Address 
--~c~s~tr~e~e~t~&~NLo~.')----r.cc~i~t~y')----~c~s~t-ate~)---
Going to school? Where 
Military? · Name branch------~__,---;R::-a-n-;-k-----
Employed? __ Perm, __ Temp. ___ Gross mo. salary¥ 
Duties ------
How did you get placement? 
--------------------------
Employer 
------------------------------------
}Business Address 
rTeachers indica·~t~e~g=ro~s~s~m=o~n~tLih~l~y~s~a~l~a~r~y~o~n~l~2-m_o_n~th~s-b~a-Sl~.s-- I 
RESTRICTED 
Major 
~gricultural 
Bacte·riology 
Agr~CUl"tUre 
,Amer~can 
Institutions 
Ed. 
~nthropology 
~pplied Art 
Art 
Education 
!Art History 
Bacteriology 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Comparative 
Literature · 
Commerce 
Conservation 
Education 
Economics 
Ed. 
jEnglish 
8.-Tota~ 
~-Replies 
p-Cont. 
Educ. 
A Jj {; 
3 2 
G l l 
: • •t ... " ... 
··• . . 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 1950 WOMEN GRADUATES 
First Degrees 
Professional, 
Semi-professional, 
Teaching Managerial and 
Official 
·. 
Librarian & 
Editor $225 
Research Ass•t 200 
6 7 
A-Uri-
Clerical, ~mpl. 
Sales and B-Rouse 
Kindred wife 
A B 
tj b l Personnel Tr. 170 Adv. Sales $160 ' 1 
(plus Com.) 
Service Rep.l60 
Clerk (P.T.) 50 
- -
- - ------ - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5 5 ~ El.Teacher ~ 190 H.S. Librarian 209 Steno. 165 
. 200 Sales 120 
2 2 1 1 
10 7 1 Int. Dec.Traineel70 Receptionistl05 l l 
.Adv. Copy 165 Secretary 175 
120 17 I~ El.& 11.:::>. Tch. Jewelry ves~gn; Clerk lbU G 
200 Sales & Repair 110 
~ Jr.H.S. 221-225 
~ Elem. 180-260 
Jr.-Sr. H.S. 251 
3 2 1 Clerk 140 
1 0 
l l !Folk Dance Inst. 
& Nature Ass 1 t 
175 
5 4' phem. Inst. 270 Chemist 250 l l 
Jr. Chemist 200 
2 r System Serv~ce I 
Representative 225 
126 22 2 3 H.s. Teacher 4 Acc't 175-250 Bookkeeping 200 l 
200-229 Ass 1 t Buyer 180 Bridal Cons.l90 
Syst.Serv.Rep. 250 Steno. 190 
Ass't Acc 1 t 256 Secretary 175 
Adv. Copy 170 Claims Clerk205 
Adv. & Pub .Rel. 250 Aud. Clerk 220 
Claims Tr. 185 
2 l ~J.ndergarten 
. . Teacher 215 
13 5 Research Ass 1 t 200 Merchant's 1 
Bank Trainee 175 Rep. (temp) 75 
Mdse. Trainee 160 
-
_ I 
- - ------ - - .. - - - - - - --- . - - - - - - - - - - -
1 l 1 
48 24 7 ~vol. Teacher 140 Personnel Dir. 160 4 OfficeJ..00-160 3 
~indergarten Research .Ass 1 t 195 Typist 190 
Ass't (temp) 45 Ass•t Purch.Ag. 165 Sales 120 
l -- Research for Hd.of Stock 185 Author 250 IBM Op. 180 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r--- -- ·--- . 
, 
Major 
A-Total 
B-Replies 
C-Cont. 
Educ. 
A B C 
Teaching 
Professional, 
Semi-professional, 
Managerial and 
Official 
Clerical, 
Sales and 
Kindred 
English 
(Cont.) Ed.~3 31 3 ~ El. Teacher 
215-216 
Student Admissions 2 Sales 120-130 
Examiner 219 Clerk 150 
!French 110 
Ed. 3 1 
Jr.H.S. 200-216 
~5 H.S. 188-266 
Credit Invest. 200 
--- 2 Of1'J.ce14b-167 
Stene. 136 
Geography 2 l l 
Geology 
German 
Hispanic 
Studies 
History 
Ed. 2 2 l 
l l 
2 l l 
3 2 Clerk lt::O 
4 4 2 ~lem. Teacher 217 .Personnel Ass 1 t 152 
Ed.~O 8 ~lem. Teacher 215 Supervisor 
2 Teacher 200-208 Lib. Ass 1 t 
18'2 Light Assembly 
165 227 
2 Officel30-200 
68 
A-Un-
empl. 
B-House 
wife 
A B 
1 2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
Home ~9 64 3 2 H.S. Tch. Appren. Diet. 125 4 Officel60-200 2 8 
Economics 7-.J · 200-210 trb 4 Sales 150-170 
6 Kind. Tch. Ct. Ag. Ass 1 t ---Bridal Cons.l65 
208-266 Casework 233 Steno. 200 
2 Tch. 217-233 Ass 1 t Mgr. 190 Secretary 184 
2 Nursery 225-235 County Agent 250 Home Serv. 185 
*Interns in 4 Int.Dec. 140-200 Mach. Op. 145 
Dietetics 2 Buyer 200 Stewardess 200 
Test Kitchen 175 Service 
Lab. Ass't 170 Reviewer 165 
Edit. Ass 1 t 225 
Pers. Ass't 150 
Home Agent 250 I Ass "t Dept.Head 165 Ed.~712; -2- 9-H:s~ ;c~.-- - H~m~ ~g~n~- -- ;6; - - - - - -- -- -
190-260 Prod. Plan. 200 
n.s. Teacher --- County Agent 266 
I. 2 Jr.H.S. 183-220 Cafeteria Mgr. 240 County Agent 258 
HygJ.ene 'll 8 6 Nurse t::OO-t::bO 
International 0 2 
Relations 
Mil. Service ---
Journall.sm ~7 118 l 
Sales ~P.T.JlOO 
Legal Sec'y 175 
Women s Edl. tor --- Sales .t'ro. 225 
~athematics 2 1 
Ed.-81 7 
I 
1 
Continuity 160 Proofreader 140 
Supervisor 160 Corresp. 160 
Ass 1 t Adv. Mgr. 160 Receptionistl40 
Ass•t P.R. 200 Sales (temp)l20 
2 Editor 7 -250 Sec'y, etc. 200 
Adv. Prod. Ass't 
Copywriter 
Acti viti es -Ed. 
160 
170 
---------- -----
1 2 H.S. Tch. 215 Asslt Sup. 180 Teller 200 
Jr. H.S. 217 
l 
l 
l 
69 
~-Total l]f-un- l 
B-Replies Professional, ern. pl., 
C-Cont. Semi-professional, Clerical, IB-House 
Major ,Educ. Teaching Managerial and Sales and wife 
A B c Official Kindred -K B 
Medical 1 1 1 I 
Microbiolo~ ! 
Medical 4 4 4 
• 
Science 
IMe-d~cal fl6 ·:cs IH Lab. J.eCli~l94-260 
Technology Food Research 200 
IMils~c 15 10 0 8" ~T. -& H.-s. 
I 200-250 ~.s. Tch.(P.T.)-- · I lem. Tch. 208 
frypist Natural 8 h-j3 150 l 8 1 H. S • Tch. 2 00 I 
Science Ed. Jr. H.S. 208 I ~lem. Tch. 200 
Occupat~onai 114 113 6>1 Du. ot' 0. T. 232 1 
Therapy 5 Mil. Servic e 
---
*Interning 
Pharmacy 6 5 4 Pharmacist 85-320 
i ils s!t Pharm. 150 I Philosophy 3 0 
Physical ll 9 !if Col. Inst. 
Education 230-250 
iP.T. Tch. 150 
I 3 H.S. Tch. 216-220 
Subst. Tch. 
---
Physical 3 · 2 I Phys. Therapist 315 Medicine II 11 250 
Physics Ed. l 1 I 
IFoll tical 5 3 T Clerk Typist.f80 
Science Steno. 185 
Psychology 128 121 6 iElem. Tch. 216 !Interne 
---,Bookkeeper 225 2 rdg. Ass't 175 Pers. Ass't 195 Clerk 135 
2 Psych. Ass't Steno. 184 
190-220 Office 140 
Research Tr. 175 Receptionistl82 
I Secretary 140 
Recreat~on 3 2 Girl Scouts 185 1 
- - - - ------ - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "' -Ed. 17 13 lSubst. Tch. 
--- 3 YWCA 200-2101Typist 150 1 2 
H.S. Tch. 225 Girl Sup. 150 Sales (temp) 45 
Parish Worker 175 
Girls Worker 200 
Social Work e3 20 4 !Kinderg. Tch. 200 4 Caseworker 190-272 Office 150 1 2 
II 
" 
200 2 "f..VCA 180-200 Clerk 169 
I l Girl Scouts 200 Exec. Sec 1 y 150 
l Pub. Health Ed.274 Sociology 102 121 1 Caseworlfer 130 14 Offl.cel40-202 ~ 
Girl Scouts 216 3 Sec 1 y 140-159 
3 Pers. Ass 1 tl60-200 
Policewoman 250 
Reo. Director 230 
Counselor 240 
I Case Aide 181 I Reo. Sup. 260 
1-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - 1- ------- - -Ed. 2 2 IEL Tch. 200 l 
70 
A-Total ~-Un-
B-Replies .Professi anal, empl. 
C-Cont. ·semi-professional, Clerical, ~-House-
Major Educ, Teaching Managerial and Sales and wife 
A B c Official Kindred A B 
Spanish 20 14 2 Translator 175 Steno, 200 l l 
Management 160 3 Officel40-l82 
Draftsman 140 Corresp. 200 
Typist 170 
Receptionistl85 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
Ed 12 9 l ~r. H.S. 183 Secretary 220 2 
3.H.S. Tch. 200 Clerk 250 
Speech l~ b .!:!;cat. ASs t 190 Fl.les Anal, .i .i 
Credit Invest. 140 & Sales 200 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ed 6 4 2 H.S. Tch. 200 YMCA --- l 
Speech 9 7 1 Teacher 240 Secretary 227 l 
Correction 3 Speech Cor. 
130-208 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
Ed. 5 5 2 Tch. 212-216 
3 Speech Cor. 
208-232 
Zoology ~ "{ ;j !Teacher 
---
.Lab. Tech. l~U 2 
TOTAL 654 1486 75 121 137 91 20 42 
SUMMARY 
Agriculture: 
Ag. 2 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 
Educ. 27 23 2 12 5 0 0 4 
H.Ec. 79 64 10 12 17 15 2 8 
Commerce 26 22 2 3 9 7 1 0 
Education 180 144 15 70 22 17 7 13 
L & S 340 232 45 24 84 52 10 17 
TOTAL 654 486 75 121 137 91 20 42 
! 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF WOMEN 
RESTRICTED 
!A-Total 
IB-Replies 
Major C-Cont.Ed 
AI B c 
ll.g ricul ture 2 2 -1 
~gricul tural 2 1 0 
Bacteriolog' 
II!lerican 2 2 1 
Ins ti tuti on~ 
; , -2 -Ed. 
i 
Anthropology 1 1 1 . 
\pplied Art 91 7 1 
I 
i 
Art 28 , 22 l 
! Education I I I I 
I I ! ' ~ 
~Art History 2 1, 
'Chemistry 2 l i 
95ornmerce 15 ll l 
. I 
I 
I I 
:comparative 2 : 11 
Literature i I 
-Economics 12 10 : 
' I I 
I I 
·;nglish f46 30 10 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-1- -
EMPLOY.MENT STATUS OF 1951 WOJi/lEN GRADUATES 
First Degrees 
March 15, 1952 
' Professional, I Semi-professional, Clerical, I Teaching Managerial and Sales and 
I Official . ! Kindred 
Chemist :u>225 
j Bacteriologist 280 
'l'ypist :jjil7.: 
r------ - - :- - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - ~ 
1 H.S. $240 
1 E1em. 240 
Draftsman 200 :Sales 140 
Com' 1 Art. Ap. 160 Comp. Shop. 152 
Clerk 
(Overseas) 240 
4 .l:!ilem. 216-264 Asst. Buyer 250 l Book. 
2 Elem. & Recept. 160 
H.S. 200-230 2 0fficel73 -200 
5 H.S. 215-280 1 Steno 207 
1 Itinerant 250 
1 Art. Sup. 215 
Hesearch Chern. 400 
Procedural 225 Sales 190 
Auditor 263 Sec 'y 230 
3 Acct. 225-260 Steno 235 
Computer 2631 
~ 
Mark. Res. 160 
Asst. Invest. 
Advisor 225 
Editor 1501 
2 Bank Trainee 210 Clerk 180 
1 Mdse. Trainee 
---
Sec 1y 235 
11 Health Ed. 300 Claims 
Asst. to Invent. Adjustor 185 
Comptroller 200 Service Rep. 200 
1 H.S. 189 1 Counselor (PT) 175 2 Sec 'y 175-180 
2 Librarian 185-250 1 Clerk 205 
l Asst. Lib. 175 1 PT clerk 80 
1 Publicity 
---
1 Adv. Salesl7,'5 
1 Advertising 210 1 Ticket Agt210 
1 Document Prep. 250 1 Me d. Sten.l65 
1 Audit Review. 190 
~A-Un-
empl. 
B-Rouse-
wife 
A\B 
I 
-
- . 
1 
I 
3 
. - . 
l 
I 
I 
1 
I 
2 12 
------
- . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
L 
J 
I . 
I 
j 
-2-
i 
I empl. A-Total 
B-Replies 
C-C.ont .• Ed , 
j 
Professional, 
Semi-professional, 
Managerial and 
Official I 
Clerical, 
Sales and 
Kindred 
B-House 
Major 
mglish 
(cont. ) 
Ed. 
\i'rench 
Ed. 
Geography 
c1ennan 
'Hispanic 
Studies 
liistory 
Ed. 
Teaching 
A 'B c I 
I ! I 
43 3 1 5 .
1
i 14 H. S • 2 2 5-311 
1 Lib. & 
· - ~ --- Teacher 232 
2 Elem. 250 
4 2 1 
I 
I 
I l
l Serv. Rep~ 186 
Adv. Sales240 
, 2 Sales 125-140 -
2 Sec'y 210-225 
1 Office 175 
Asst. Sec 1y 180 
- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - r---------
3 3 1 
1 0 
- 1 1 
- - .. -
I 3 2 1 Teacher 
6 ' 2 ·1 Teacher 
6 6 2 
225 
Recept. 225 
Typist 172 
- ~ - . - - - - - -
Sec'y 
Asst. Librar~an --- Sec y 
Corresp. 
190 
275 
230 
wife 
A B 
2 
1 
1 
1 
------- r----------- - - - - - - - - - -
3 1 Elem. & 
H.S. 221 
1 Elem. 233 
Iome 
Economics 
66 49 4 tiJ 2 H.S. 271-300 1 Lab. 'l'ech , 190 1 Mdse. 173. 
- - - -
Ed. 34 30 1 
7 Kinder225-233 1 Chemist 180 3 Sales 150-180 
3 Nursery 1 Test Kitch. 225 2 Sec 'y 130··240 
186~225 1 Research 225 2 Clerk 150-175 
r--------
1 Jr. Asst. Diet. 290 1 Sales Corr200 
2 Inter. Dec. 150-180 2 Home Serv. 
1 Pub. Rel, 250 215-220 
1 Journalist 260 1 Serv. Rep.l80 
1 Asst.Res.Dir. 300 1 Underwriter 
1 Home Agent 300 Trainee 199 
1 Draftsman 200 1 Demonstrat or 
1 Mdse. Trainee 170 230 1 
1 Military Serv. --- 1 Typist --- i 
21 H.S. 183 .. 300 2 Home Agents 286-306 
l Elem. 250 
1 
1 3 
5 
; ....--:------+.--::-i--..:--t-~tT-""'1!;"--:----=~~.-:--~~--...,..:-=--==+--------+--+.::--
' .ygiene ll 8 1 1 Teacher 250 2 Staff Nurse 215-250 2 
nternationa1 1 1 
Rela tiona 
1 Asst. Head 
Nurse 
1 Gen. Duty 
Examiner 
269 
232 
280 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
! 
.. 
72 
-3-
.' 
Professional, ~A-Un-
A-Total Semi-proffesional, Clerical, i empl. 
B-Replies Managerial and Sales and B-Rouse~ 
Major C-Cont.EQ. Teaching Official Kindred wife 
A B c .AJ B 
.Journalism 17 l6 1 Ad writer 150 2 Serv. Reps. I 1 2 Reporter 210· .... 160-175 
1 H.O. Editor .. ..... Sales 195 I 
1 News Editor 175 Office 
---
I 
1 Assoc. Editor 225 1 Stano 165 I 
l Women 1 s Ed. 225 I 
1 Textbook Ed. 200 I 
1 Ed. Asst. 250 ! 
1 Photographer 180 J 
'Jathematics 2 ·2 Assto Analyst 250 1 1 
-
.., 
-
- .. -
.. 
- - - r- - ------ - - - ----- ·--- - ~- -
Ed. 5 4 1 2 H.S. 217-221 Res.Asst.Computer ......... 
\fedical 3 3 1 1 Lab. 240 I 
. 1icrobiology 1 Bact • 230 I 
'1edical 3 3 2 Tch. Asst. 225 
Science 
'.1edical 19 18 16 Lab. Tech. 185-300 1 
Technology 1 Lab. Dir. 350 
A:usic 13 12 3 1 Private 
.,. __ 
Singer 
---
1 
4 H.S. 216 ... 240 
1 Elem. 229 I 1 El. & H.S .233 
''Jatural 8 6 1 2 H.s. 200 ... 240 1 Corres. 200 \ 1 
Science 1 Typist 206 
Jccupational [14 11 8 (I, Military Service 
---
Bookkeeper 135 1 
Therapy j ' 
'na.rma.cy 15 3 3 Pharmacist 200-225 
i>h ilosophy ! 1 1 Reserv. Ag, 210 
)hysical 15 14 9 H.S. 215-275 Y .W.C .A. 
---
Stewardess 190 
Education 2 Coll. 2QQ ... 225 ! I 
1 Tch. Asst. 280 
1hysical 5 . 5 5 Phys. The rapist 
Medicine i 250-275 
'olitical 3 1 2 Sec 1y 220 
Science PT 
---
)sychology 15 12 3 Nursery 200 Pers. Asst. 235 2 Typist254- -- 2 1 
' Pers. Clerk 210 1 Clerk 240 {a creation 23 20 l Nursery 225 3 Reo. Work .. 200-244 1 Sec 'Y 200 l 
. 2 Club Dir. Asst. 2 Typist 173 
244-260 1 Claims Tr.200 I 
Technician 300 1 Unit Cr. I 
I 
I Frog. Dir. 216 Manager 210 
Asst. Dir. 180 
First Aid 150 
I Gro.up_ Work 200 I Sup. Play. 260 Auditor 200 
I I 
! Professional, l fA-Un- I 
A-Total . ! Semi-profes s i onal , Clerical, i empl. ! 
B-Replies : i Managerial and l Sales and ~-House-
, Major I c-Cont. Ed ~ Teaching I Official I Kindred wife 
i ABC i I I AB ~ ~~~~~~~==========~~==~~======~~~====~~~~ Social Vvork 125 15 4 ; Friends Serv. --- · Clerk 160 . 3 2 
I. ! 13 Sec 'y 1 75-22SI J ~~.-----~~ ~~rr--~· ------------~~~~------~~~+i R~e~o_e~p_t_. ____ ~l~7~3L~~~~ 
Sociology ! 2414 ' ' 3Policewomen207-300jClerk 172
1 
15 
I . JPersonne1 210 !Hosp. Att. 272: I .. i_ - l - ______ t~o:o~r~p~e: ___ 1:9~S:c~y- __ -2~d~- _ 
1 1 I I ~ Ed. ~ ! 
Spanish 9 5 1 Toh. (PT) --- ! Ed~ t . Clerk 240 Ticket Ag. 240: 
I I· Stewardess 20d i Sec'y 17~ 
Ed,li 1; -8 - t5-H:s:: -1;0:;;3tY~u~h-R:p:*--- --=-1------- ~~.- -1 
i !Abstractor 175 ; 
I 
- I 
'Speech 
I 
· 1. 22117 2 l 6 Sp. Therapy !Heporter 180 ::;ales 150 3 
225-260 Undesignated(Hosp)--- 2 Clerk 170- --
i . ! · .;, ! _ • _ l 1 _ T~ a~h~r _ _ 2 ~ 7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
j Ed. j 16.12 1 16 H.s. 200-266 Youth Rep.* --- Seo'y. 
j 1
1
• _ _ Tax Adv. Trainee 175 Clerk i Corr.l 5
1 
4 - 4-S~e;c~ 2~~~;8 .j - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - r -
- _j 
1 
:
1 
.• Zoology I 4 4 2 I iLab Tech. 180 1 
Asst. Research 180 j 
: Ed • I ~ -0 - t -------i - - -- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - I - -
' --T-OT_A_L--~~-18-3~~---r5-9~~ -----.. -12-l~---+~-------l-2_1 ___________ r------8-6-----~~~ -1-6~3-8~ 
I I I 
~ Same individual-double major. I 
SUMMARY 
' 
Agriculture: 
I (inc. H.Ec.Ed.) 102 81 6 34 17 15 1 8 .. , 
ol :;ornmerce 15 11 0 0 8 3 0 
.Education 197 lso 20 67 22 28 1 12 
L &: S 269 1~9 33 20 74 40 14 18 
l 
I TOTAL 583 441 1 59 ~21 121 86 16 38 
PT - part-time 
H.O. - house organ 
(I) - Intern 
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RESTRICTED EMPIDYMH:NT STATUS OF 1952 WOMEN GRADUATES 
First Degrees 
January 30, 1953 
(Rev. }larch , 1953) 
!A-Total \Professional, Clerical, D-Unemp l. 
B-Replies I Semi-professional, Sale s and E-Hsewi fe 
Major C-Cont,Ed Teaching Managerial and Kindred F-Mili tary 
A n ""G" Official D E F 
:mrrer-'.1.: C.,"l::Ul 
5
1 
5 
~ 
I:hsti tuti om t2 Sec'y $160 2 
i Clerk 250 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -I 
Ed . I 2 2 Elem. Tch. $263 
i Tch. ---
[Anthropology 2 1 Recept . $; 200 
!Applied Art i 12 12 3 Draftsman $220 1 4 I Int. Dec. 120 
Com 1 1 Art 275 I I Display 190 
iArt 25 22 4 9 P.S. Tch . Int. Dec. $160 Office .$150 2 ! I &lucation $192-253 Free lance 
P.T. Toh. 
---
plus 200 I I Sub. Tch. --- Office Mgr. --- I I 
' 
Artist 160 ! 
1\rt Histo ry ! l 1 1 
!Bacteriology 3 3 1 Research *'275 
As say 250 
Chemistry 4 2 1 Chemist $225 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - -
Course 4 4 2 Analytic 360 I I i lab. Tech. 280 I 
- - - t - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ed. 2 2 ' 'H.S . Tch , $210 1 
f)ommerce 15 15 1 H.S. To h. $200 Acct ,Exam. $261 Sec 1y (Exp . ) 1 
Acct. Clerk 289 $285 
Jr. Acc 't 270 Sec 'y 260 
Tech. Aide 240 
Audit Rev. 22.5 
I 
Auditor 240 
2 Md se Tr. 200 
Time Study 295 
! 
' ' Office & Stat.225 I 
pomparative ' l ; 1 Sec 1y lf235 
! Literature 
Economics 17 I 'I 7 2 Bank Teller <!ii 173 Recept. $200 ~ 
J2 Bank Train. 225 Sec 1y 180 
Invest,T~~l75-200 
P.T.Bank Rep. 100 
Ins .Fie.1d R~~-~ 233 Bo~se Or~ . E .--~ 
I n arwri er ~00 
- - - - - - - - - - - r~ ~t- ___ :::-: - - - - - - - - r- - - -
Ed. 2 2 2 H.S. Tch. $23 3 
English 51 47 ' 15 Tch. $242 Bank Trainee $240 Res. Clerk $248 1 6 
Office Mgr . 250 Stewardess 190 
Emp1. Se rv. 175 Dffice 245 
I Floor Mgr. 180 Pers .Sec
1 y 175 
Sup. Traine'e 100 II Clk . 150 
2Continuity190-180 II Clk . 242 
IL~g~~f¥aa~~t. 1~6 Cashier 175 ~dit • .Ass 1 t . 2 Sa les Cor. 230 
~rof~ssional, A-Total Cleri cal , D[ Une mpl. 
! B-Replies Semi-professional Sales and E~Hsewife 
\ 
Major C- Cont .Ed. Teaching Manage ria l and Kindred F Militar;y 
A B c Offic iai l;:> E F 
:English Sec 1y ~235 
l (con ' t) Stenog. 190 
i Serv . Rep . 210 I 
2 Cl erks ?- 2291 
Typist 210 
-
-
f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ed . 29 28 l 7ch. 
---
Office Mgr . 
---
Typist $215 
16 H. S. Tch. Bank Teller $170 Stewardess 190 
$200 -25G Pub . Rel. 180 
Elem. Tch. 320 Personnel Tr . 195 
It Asst.240 
Edit" Asst. 195 
Librarian 200 J 
.French 5 4 Office Mgr • ;u;325 Sec 1y $260 ~ I Route Planner ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Ed. 2 2 2 H. S . Tch. $233 I 
Geography 2 2 
I 
' Field Serv . 11 
Rep. $230 
-\ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Ed . l 1 !I. s. Tch. $207 
;erman 1 1 Stenog •. ~226 
i.lis pa.ni c 5 4 Stano . (Exp. )$200 
Stud ies ~ Sec ' y ? - 265 
j Office Work 230 
fi~s tory :j ' 4 1 Bank trainee ';)235 See 1 y ;.~200 
-1 r 
'1 
I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
: Ed . 4 4 2 H.S. Tch. $233 
2 H. S. Tch. --- [ I 
):iome 75 71 6 4 Nursery Sch . 5 Cty .Agent ff)emonst. $270 I 4 . ' l 
j Economics 7 ("I) $250-26 7 $200-325 Res. Agent 23C' I I 13 Kindergarten 2 Diet. 220 - 300 Hos·tess 160 I 222-270 2 Asst.Ed220 -280 Home Serv . ---~ 
I Elem. 200 Radio Copy 200 Office 225 - 250 I Tch . (?) 233 Inf. Spec. 284 File Clk. 180 
P.T . Tch. --- Promotion 200 Clerk 180 I Int. Dec . 
---
Sec 1y ---
; 7 Mdse . Tr . 2 Sale s 160-190 i 
I 180-200 See 1 y 250 I 
Lab. Tech . 170 Demonstr;otor 375 I Draftsman 220 
r 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
.-
- - - - -; . ' · ~ . . 
Ed. 38 38 1 25.H.s. $203-300 3 Cty.Agent 
1(I) $290-300 Steno. $200 IJ 
u.w. Ext. See 1 y 220 I 
' ---
I 
I Blue Print 220 I i P .T. Work 178 
[ygiene 12 12 Instructor \)295 Pub. Health $300 l 
Sup. Nurse 350 
Head Nurse . 270 
7 Nurses 2 35 - 285 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
Nursing 4 4 Pub. Health 300 
' 3 Nurse 255-28 0 
:nternationa 5 3 Trus t Asst. :u;2 65 2 Office~pl54-210 
; Relations 
Major 
: Journalism 
Teaching 
74 
i Profess-io-~~i: -- ---- ---- Cler-ical~-- - -fn-u~~pl~ 
llsemi-professional,i Sales and I'E-Hsewife 
Official l : Dl ElF ~ !
Managerial and ! Kindred IF -Mili tar .
1 
!Dir.Pub.Inv. $241 1 lj I 
f Copy Dir. --- i 1 1 I 2 Reporter i - 180-238 I I I News l!;di tor 250 I 
!
;_ 1 I Edit. Asst, 232 i I Copywriter 173 I 
1 _II Indust. Ed. 2 25 l 
1 Pers.wri ter 210 I 
~~--~~~i ~-T~~·~--~~--~~- p~·~T~·~R~ep~·----~5~0~i ______________ +--+~~--
Latin Ed. j 1 1 jElem. Tch. 00 : 1 I i 1H.S. Tch., 200 
Math. Ed. ' 4• 4\ 1 3 Tch. $233-242' 
Medical . 3 : 3 j2 Bact. 
Microbiology ! 1 ,Bact.Asst. 
$270 
180 
Medical !20 161 
Technology 1 - -
ll2 Med. 
!Bact. 
Tech 
$230-305 I 
·I 280 220 I i 1Prof. Assto 
Music 114 :12 ! 1 Ill Tch.$200-280j I 
Natural ' 6 : 6 1 'jElem. Tch. $200 iEngr. Asst. $260j 
Science Ed. , 1 12 H.S. 11 233-240iLab. Tech. 215 1 
I !Scientific I 
Philosophy 
Physical 
Education 
Physical 
Medicine 
Political 
Science 
Psychol ogy 
1ecreation 
Russian 
, j i Writer 300 
1Government .;;,2SO jOffice $18o·j· I 
PEd Tch j i ~--
j I i $2j3-2651 j l I I 
1 I l .College Tch.233 i · - 1 . 
10 ,10 j ! ! 8 Physiotherapist 1 I \ 2 -
1
j' 
i i I I ~240-284 ! - . 
j20 16 'IS ! jAudit Rev.. $205 jSec 1 y $ 53\1 11 \ 
1 ; I .Psychometrlst ---I (wk. or mo.?) I 
1 ; 1 I jclaims Asst. 284jsec' y 225 i 
! l,l 1 (Social Sec.) ,Personnel Clk.216 1 \ 
] _ ;Asst. Lib. --- !2 Office 220-250 i ! 
19 18 t l _,Kindergarten IAsst.Soc,Dir • . --- iClerk $168 11 
1 , j _ Tch. $250 1Rec. Director$200 Pffice 200 
' - Day Nursery 225 j3 Rec. 244 ~eceptionist 180 j 
' j Nursery Tch.llO I (A.R. C.) !Clerk 226 
i l : !Youth Center --- I 
: j ,i ~~~~~ -~~~: ~~~I 
' ! Engr. Asst. 218 1 
I 
l
l 
I 
I : 1-
2f i -------i - - - - - - - - -1- --- ----
_____ E_d_._.._i ~1-l 1 ·P. T. Tch. --- 1 1 +t I -j- -I 
Major 
A-Total 
B-R,eplie~ 
C-Cont. Ec • 
A B C 
Teaching 
Professional, 
Semi-profes siona l 
Managerial and 
Official 
Clerical, 
Sales and 
Kindred 
Soc ial Work 27 .21 4 Nurs . Scnool 
Director $325 
7 Caseworker 
. . . ~-160-300 Attendant Clerk 
Serv. Rei) · 
~240 
:~175 
Soc i ology 114 9 2 
I - -
Correct. 2 1 
J.dmi n . 
Spanish 7 6 2 
I 
-1- -
Edl. 4 1 4 1 
Speech 21 18 3 
Ed_ •. . 10 9 
Speech 11 il 
Correction I 
~oo1 ogy 2 2 1 
TOTAL 
-,gr i cul ture: 
( . \ J.nC • HEc, and 
HEc Educ . 113 
Commerce 15 
~ducation 158 
:., & 3 297 
Pharmacy 4 
TOTAL 587 
) • T • 
-
part-time 
~ I) - Intern 
Dance 
YVfCA 200 
Voc. Jiehab . 310 
Youth Couns. 255 
Personnel 200 
Md se. Tr. 180 
Tch.(Temp; 3 Caseworker 
. $250 - 340 
Clk. Typist ~200 
Office 215 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Gover nment $263 Service Rep . ---
Bi-ling.Secy. 260 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Teacher --- Computer 235 
3 Speech Continuity $175 Clerk 
Therapist Pers. Research 3 Sec 'y 
$225 - 360 Asst. 236 Typist 
Asst . Edit . 215 Office 
6 Tch. $200-233 Recept. 
7 Sp .The rapist Clerk 
$230- 250 
2 Tch . ---
Lab . Tech~ $230 
13'.B ~76 73 ~ 
SUMM1i.RY 
110 15 45 28 n:h 
15 1 1 10 2 
152 22 74 28 9 
293 50 18 108 ·48 
2 0 0 2 0 
53:2 .. . 88 1.38 1(6 :7~ 
$225 
180 
140 
$200 
$214 
D-Unempl . 
E-Hsewife 
F1-Mi 1 i tar_-y 
p E F 
1 
I 
l 
~ - - -
l 
l - - -1 
1 2 
1 
9 !43 5 
0 7 1 
I 
0 1 0 
1 15 3 
8 20 1 
0 0 0 
s :LJ 
I 
5 
) 
I I I• lrAIIai212AI3141sls.l.z.hJ9Irol 
REFERENCE5---GIVE NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THREE EMPLOYERS AND/OR PROFESSORS WHO KNOW OF YOUR QUALIFICATIONS 
AND STAR THE ONES TO WHOM YOU ARE SENDING REFERENCE BLANKS. 
NAME ADDRESS TITLE 
GENERAL INFORMATION PLACEMENT COUNSELOR•s COMMENTS 
WHEN CAN YOU BEGIN WORKT 
DO YOU OWN AN AUTOMOBILE! 
WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES? 
WHICH LANGUAGES DO YOU SPEAK. WRITE OR READT 
CAN YOU USE TYPEWRITER? SHORTHAND! BOTH! 
WHAT IS OR WAS YOUR FATHER·s OCCUPATION! • 
ANY PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENTS! 
COLLEGE DISTINCTIONS AND EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 
DO NOT FILL IN SECTION BELOW 
ACADEMIC RECORD IN SEMESTER HOURS 
SPECIAL SKILLS: A B c D F 
\ \ 
-.,J 
(11 
( ( 
ltAiui 212Ai sl41sls.l.z.l.!lsltol 
RATING OCCUPATIONAL CHECK LIST 
NAME DEPT. OF BU 
HOME OR FJR8T MIDDLII LAST 
PERMANENT ADDRESS TELEPHONE 
STREET CITY .TAT& 
. " ......... ............... " ......... TELEPHONE 
STREET CITY .TAT II OCCUPAnONAI. 
DO NOT WRITE ON THIS LINE CHECK•LIST 
DATE OF MARRIED NO. OF CHECK ONCE THOSE IN WHICH 
AGE BIRTH SINGLE OR ENGAGED CHILDREN YOU ARE INTERESTED 
CHECK TWICE THOSE IN WHICH 
WEIGHT HEIGHT SEX YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 1 GENERAL BUSINESS 
-
PLEASE LIST ALL INSTITUTIONS (HIGH, PREPARATORY & COLLEGES) AT WHICH YOU HAVE STUDIED INCLUDING BOSTON UNIVERSITY CLERICAL -INSURANCE 
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF INSTITUTIONS USE ONE LINE FOR EACH INCLUSIVE DATES MAJOR STUDY ITL£ AND DATE HOTEL OF DEGREE PH OTOGRAPHY 
MEDICAL SEC RETA RY 
1A 
I• SECRETA RY· STENOGR. 
a ACCOUNTING 
BOOKKEEPING 
-
COST 
-
AUDITING 
-
TIME & MOTION 
STUDY 
-
EXPEDITING 
CREDIT 
PURCHASING 
-
OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
2A TREASURER 
-
COMPTROLLER 
OCCUPATION IN WHICH OTHERS WHICH YOU 3 YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED WILL CONSIDER ADVERTISING 
SALARY RANGE SELLING 
YOU WILL ACCEPT JOURNALISM 
TO WHAT SECTION OF THE LOCATION PUBLICITY 
COUNTRY ARE YOU RESTRICTED? PREFERENCE RADIO 
-
HAVE YOU HAD MILITARY SERVICE? WHAT BRANCH? WHAT RANK? 4 MERCHANDI SING 
-
RETA I LING 
-REASON FOR DISCHARGE BUYING 
( PRINTED I N U.S. A. BY tlfulizuhx COMPANY, JAMESTOWN, N.Y. 81·C·1 1733·8 LP c • BOSTON UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE 30!1 IIAY STATE ROAC. BOSTON 15. MASS . 
PART·TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT (TYPES OF WORK) IS MANAGEMENT 
-
PERSONNEL 
-
PUBLIC RELATI ONS l...-
PSYCHOLOGIST 
INDUSTRI AL ENG. 
-
PRODUCTION 1--REAL ESTATE 
-FULL·TIME EMPLOYMENT RECORD BANKI NG 
-
LIST IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, BEGINNING WITH FIRST POSITION , USE ONE LINE FOR EACH POSITION. LAW 
INCLUDE MILITARY SERVICE. IF MORE THAN ONE LINE IS NEEDED ADD INFORMATION UNDER COMMENT SPACE BELOW. • 
-
MEDICINE 
-
NAMES &: ADDRESSES OF COMPANIES OR INSTITUTIONS LENGTH OF SERVICE TITLE OF POSITION AND SPECIFIC DUTIES SALAR TEACHING 
-FROM TO MINISTRY 
-
VIZ. JOHN H. HARTFORD & CO., NEWTON , NEW HAMPSHIRE 5/2/42 1/26/48 COST WORK, BKPG., ASST. TO OFFICE MANAGER 46 .50 7 ECONOMICS 
-STATISTICS 
RESEARCH 
-
MARKETING 
-
FOREIGN TRADE 
-
TRAFFIC 
-
ENGINEERING . 
-
s LANGUAGES 1--FRENCH 
LATIN 1-
SPANISH 
-PORTUGUESE 1-
• SCIENCE -CHEMISTRY 
-
PHYSICS 
-
BIOLOGY 
-MATHEMATICS 
10 LIBRARIAN 
SOCIAL WORK 
NURSING 
MUSIC 
RELIGIOUS EO . 
HOME ECONOMICS 1--CIVIL SERVICE 
COMMENTSt- AVIATION 
..... NOTIFY PLACEMENT SERVICE WHEN YOU SECURE POSITION . KEEP THIS RECORD UP-TO-DATE. TURN OVER 
-..:1 
01 
( 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
$. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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